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Information Extraction (IE) is the task of identifying information (e.g. entities, 
relations or events) from free text. Numerous previous context-, ontology-, rule- 
and classification-based methods were actively explored during the decades of 
research on this task. However, a challenging open question of effectively handling 
the flexibility of natural language remains unresolved over the years. In IE, this 
implies the problem of sparseness of data instances, which in turn causes the 
problems of paraphrasing and misalignment of context features of the extracted 
information. In this thesis, we hypothesize that such problems can be alleviated by 
combining relations between entities at the phrasal, dependency, semantic and inter-
clausal discourse levels. To validate our hypothesis, we develop a 2-level multi-
resolution framework ARE (Anchors and Relations). The first level of ARE extracts 
candidate phrases (anchors), while the second level evaluates the relations among 
the anchors and composes possible candidate templates.  
 The relations between the anchors are combined in several ways. First, we 
evaluate dependency relations between anchors. We classify dependency relation 
paths between the anchors into the Simple, Average and Hard categories according 
to the path length and develop different techniques to handle them. The category-
specific strategies resulted in the improvement of 3%, 4% on the MUC4 
(Terrorism) and MUC6 (Management Succession) domains, respectively. The 
increased performance demonstrates that dependency relations are important to 
  V 
handle paraphrases at the syntactic level. Second, we incorporate the discourse 
relation analysis in a multi-resolution framework for IE to handle long distance 
dependency relations and possible paraphrasings at the intra-clausal level. This 
leads to a further improvement of 3%, 7%, 3% and 4% on MUC4, MUC6 and ACE 
RDC 2003 (general and specific types) domains, respectively. Third, we explore 2 
supplementary strategies to combine relation paths between anchors. Since the 
amount of negative paths between the anchors is many times more than that of 
positive paths, we apply a filtering strategy to eliminate negative paths. Also, we 
support the learning process of our dependency relation classifier by the cascading 
of the features from the discourse classifier. These 2 strategies further improve the 
IE performance on the MUC4, MUC6 and ACE RDC 2003 (general and specific 
types) corpora.  
 Overall, our results affirm the hypothesis that the extraction of candidate 
phrases (anchors) and the combination of different relation types between anchors 
in a multi-resolution framework is important to tackle the key problems of 
paraphrasing and misalignment in Information Extraction. 
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In the world today, retrieval of information has become an important part of 
everyday life. Huge amount of information can be found on the web, books and 
data-warehouses. However, most of the information is phrased in a human 
understandable way (natural language) but not amenable to automated machine 
processing. This makes it difficult for computer to understand such information 
completely. Nevertheless, with the ever increasing amount of information, it is 
important that we tap on the vast computing powers of computers to perform 
retrieval. The current level of search engines is only able to handle the text retrieval 
at the surface keyword matching level and this often results in low quality retrieval. 
With the advancement in Natural Language Processing (NLP), more techniques are 
brought into the picture to tackle the problem of imprecise information retrieval. 
The part-of-speech analysis, syntactic and semantic parsing, named entities 
extractions are commonly used to complement the keyword analysis in retrieval. 
However, it is also clear that it is a difficult task to fuse the results of these parsing 
appropriately. In addition, such sophisticated NLP system needs a huge amount of 
the domain knowledge to perform well. The integration of NLP components may 
depend on the purpose of NLP system: Information Extraction, Question 
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Answering, Text Summarization and Machine Translation. In this thesis, we tackle 
the problem of Information Extraction (IE).  
 Information Extraction (IE) is a task of identifying information entities and their 
relationships from text documents. This thesis focuses on the more challenging 
aspects of performing IE in free text documents. The information to be extracted 
may belong to different types: entities, relations or events, as defined by the tasks in 
MUC4 (Terrorism Events), MUC6 (Management Succession) and ACE RDC 2003 
(Relation Detection and Characterization). Extraction of this information is 
important to obtain the semantic level of text processing.  
Contemporary IE systems try to fill up templates with several slots, such as 
Perpetrator, Victim and Target. In the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC, 
Sundheim and Chinchor, 1993), IE systems were performing on a variety of 
domains such as terrorism (MUC-4), business (MUC-6) and journal articles (MUC-
7). For example, in the sentence “Al-Queda was attacking WTC in 2002 and killed 
5000 people”, IE system aims to extract “Perpetrator: Al-Queda; Victim: 5000 
people; Target: WTC”. Recent IE tasks were devoted to the task of Automated 
Content Extraction (ACE) from news articles. One part of this task consists of 
Relation Detection and Characterization (ACE RDC). As an illustration, we 
consider the relation AtLocated between an object, person or organization and some 
location. This relation should be extracted from entities in the following sample 
sentence “AtLocatedA1:Clinton was on a political trip in AtLocated2:Texas”. This 
kind of output is far more difficult to produce, than the ordinary analysis of 
keyword distribution. Therefore, the IE system has to follow several non-trivial 
steps (Cardie, 1997): tokenization and tagging, sentence analysis, template 
generation, merging and extraction of answer.  
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1.1 Problem statement 
In our opinion, the major challenge for the current generation of IE systems on free 
text is the data sparseness problem. This problem leads to the following 
subproblems: 
1) Paraphrasing of instances. Natural variations of text such as “Al-Queda was 
attacking WTC” -> “WTC was attacked by Al-Queda” may cause problems 
in many matching pattern rules due to change of several parameters. The 
subject-verb-object order may change into object-verb-subject, as well as 
the order of Argument0-predicate-Argument1 may change into Argument1-
predicate-Argument0. Therefore, paraphrasing occurs both at the 
dependency/syntactic and at the semantic (predicate-argument) levels. 
Additionally, the entities may occur in different clauses, as in the other 
probable paraphrasing “Al-Queda was attacking WTC” -> “[WTC was 
ruined] because [Al-Queda attacked this building]”. In this case, the 
paraphrasing happens at the discourse level. Because of these problems, the 
size of the necessary training corpus needs to be sufficiently large in order to 
cater to different variations of language patterns. Thus, in this thesis we aim 
to tackle the paraphrasing problems at all levels. 
2) Alignment of instances. This problem arises because several tokens may be 
inserted between the entities of interest. For example, the instance 
“<victim>people</> were kidnapped” may be extended into 
“<victim>people</> guarding the bridge this morning were kidnapped” 
after inserting the extra bold tokens. In this case, if a context-based model is 
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trained on the first instance, it may fail to recognize the entity victim in the 
second instance. Therefore, it is important to cope with possible 
misalignments in training instances. 
 
1.2 Our hypothesis 
Intuitively, the relations remain invariant in cases of paraphrasing at the co-
occurrence, dependency/syntactic, semantic and clausal levels. In the same vein, 
relationships between entities do not change in cases of misalignment. Therefore, 
relations should help to reduce the data sparseness of free text. 
 
Hypothesis: The extraction of key phrases (anchors) and the evaluation of relations 
between anchors is important to improve the performance of Information 
Extraction from Free Text. 
 
In order to use relations between anchors, we propose to build an IE system 
which aim is to fill templates based on the analysis of relations between entities. In 
the first stage, the system extracts key phrases (or anchor cues), performs shallow 
parsing, named entity analysis and extracts other linguistic features of words. In the 
second stage, the system evaluates relations between anchors and combines several 
types of such relations in a joint framework.  
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1.3 Analysis of the research problem 
In this Section, we describe how relations help to improve the existing solutions. 
First, we analyze both the paraphrasing and alignment problems at the dependency 
level. Next, we study the paraphrasing problem at the semantic and discourse levels. 
Finally, we analyze the data sparseness problem from the machine learning 
perspective: (a) how to use the exceptional amount of negative instances; and (b) 
how to use the solution to the paraphrasing problem at the discourse level in order 
to support the solution at the dependency/semantic level. All these steps help to 
eliminate the data sparseness problem of free text. 
1.3.1 Paraphrasing and alignment problems at the dependency 
Level 
Paraphrasing of instances at the dependency level is one of the crucial problems in 
IE. This problem leads to data sparseness in situations when information is 
expressed in different ways. As an example, consider the excerpts “Terrorists 
attacked victims” and “Victims were attacked by unidentified terrorists”. These 
instances have very similar semantic meaning. However, context-based approaches 
such as Autoslog-TS by Riloff (1996) and Yangarber et al. (2002) may face 
difficulties in handling these instances effectively because the context of entity 
‘victims’ is located on the left context in the first instance and on the right context 
in the second. For these cases, we found that we are able to verify the context by 
performing dependency relation parsing (Lin, 1997), which outputs the word 
‘victims’ as an object in both instances, with ‘attacked’ as a verb and ‘terrorists’ as 
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a subject. After grouping of same syntactic roles in the above examples, we are able 
to unify these instances.  
Another problem in IE is word alignment. Insertion or deletion of tokens 
prevents instances from being generalized effectively during learning. Therefore, 
the instances “Victims were attacked by terrorists” and “Victims were recently 
attacked by terrorists” are difficult to unify. The common approach adopted in 
GRID by Xiao et al. (2003) is to apply more stable chunks such as noun phrases and 
verb phrases. Another recent approach by Cui et al. (2005) utilizes soft patterns for 
probabilistic matching of tokens. However, a longer insertion leads to a more 
complicated structure, as in the instance “Victims, living near the shop, went out for 
a walk and were attacked by terrorists”. Since there may be many inserted words, 
both approaches will be ineffective for such cases. Similar to the paraphrasing 
problem, the word alignment problem may be handled with dependency relations in 
many cases. We found that the relation subject-verb-object for words ‘victims’, 
‘attacked’ and ‘terrorists’ remains invariant for the above two instances. 
Before IE can be performed, we need to identify sentences containing possible 
slots. This is done through the identification of cue phrases which we call anchors 
or anchor cues. However, natural texts tend to have diverse terminologies, which 
require semantic features for generalization. These features include semantic 
classes, Named Entities (NE) and support from ontology (for example, synsets in 
Wordnet). If such features are predefined, then changes in terminology (for 
instance, addition of new terrorist organization) will lead to a loss in recall. To 
avoid this, we exploit automatic mining techniques for anchor cues. Examples of 
anchor mining are the use of cue words like “terrorists” or “guerrilla” to signify a 
possible anchor candidate for the Perpetrator slot. 
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From the reviewed works, we observe that the ineffective use of relations causes 
problems of paraphrasing and alignment and the related data sparseness problem in 
current IE systems. As a result, instances in training and testing sets often appear to 
be different and lack generality, which impedes effective training of classifiers for 
IE. We aim to tackle these problems with the help of dependency relation-based 
model for IE. Although dependency relations provide invariant structures for many 
instances as illustrated above, they tend to be effective only for short sentences and 
make errors on long distance relations. To tackle this problem, we classify relations 
into ‘simple’, ‘average’ and ‘hard’ categories, depending on the complexity of the 
dependency relation paths. We then employ different strategies to perform IE in 
each category. 
1.3.2 Combination of discourse, semantic and dependency 
relations for Information Extraction 
So far, we considered the approaches to IE by relying on the co-occurrence (Xiao et 
al., 2004) and dependency (Zhang et al., 2006) relations between entities. These 
relations enable us to make reliable extraction of correct entities/relations at the 
level of a single clause. However, Maslennikov et al. (2006) reported that the 
increase of relation path length leads to considerable decrease in performance. In 
most cases, this decrease in performance occurs because entities may belong to 
different clauses.  Since clauses in a sentence are connected by clausal relations 
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976), it is thus important to perform discourse analysis of a 
sentence.  
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Discourse analysis may contribute to IE in several ways. First, Taboada and 
Mann (2005) reported that discourse analysis helps to decompose long sentences 
into clauses. Therefore, it helps to distinguish relevant clauses from non-relevant 
ones. Second, Miltsakaki (2003) stated that entities in subordinate clauses are less 
salient. Third, the knowledge of textual structure helps to interpret the meaning of 
entities in a text (Grosz and Sidner 1986). As an example, consider the sentences 
“ABC Co. appointed a new chairman. Additionally, the current CEO was retired”. 
The word ‘additionally’ connects the event in the second sentence to the entity 
‘ABC Co.’ in the first sentence. Fourth, Moens and De Busser (2002) reported that 
discourse segments tend to be in a fixed order for structured texts such as court 
decisions or news. Hence, analysis of discourse order may reduce the variability of 
possible relations between entities. 
To model these factors, we plan to integrate the analysis of the discourse and 
dependency relations at 2 levels. First, we filter the noisy dependency relations 
from training. Second, we support their evaluation with discourse relations between 
entities. Additionally, we encode semantic roles of entities in order to utilize 
semantic relations between anchors. The evaluations on MUC4, MUC6 and ACE 
RDC 2003 corpora demonstrates that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art 
systems due to the modeling of discourse relations. 
1.3.3 Reduction of data sparseness by various combinations of 
discourse, semantic and dependency relations 
Previously, we attempted to convince the reader that it is important to consider the 
dependency/syntactic, semantic and discourse relations to handle possible 
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paraphrasing of instances. Since we need to combine all these relations 
simultaneously, the amount of training instances may be insufficient. Therefore, we 
address machine learning aspects of tackling the data sparseness problem in this 
Section. 
Several previous studies attempted to harvest additional instances using the 
unlabeled data. These instances could be evaluated in several ways, by using either 
several views of the same learner (in bootstrapping), several learners (co-training), 
counter-training or cascading paradigms. As an example, Niu et al. (2003) cascaded 
dependency-based rules into the Hidden Markov Model classifier. However, their 
method was applied to the Named Entity (NE) extraction task. The majority of 
relations in this task are short-distance dependency relations, which can be handled 
effectively by the current dependency (Minipar by Lin (1997)), and ASSERT 
(Pradhan et al. (2004)) parsers. This is contrasting to event-based IE tasks such as 
MUC4, in which the extracted slots may be distributed across several clauses or 
sentences. This causes problems of paraphrasing and alignment of tokens, which 
may occur at different levels of granularity: phrasal, syntactic, semantic or 
discourse. 
In addition to the problem of bootstrapping, it is important to also tackle the 
following two problems to improve the performance. First, the amount of negative 
relation paths significantly exceeds the amount of positive relation paths. We tackle 
this problem by training the negative relation classifier to filter out negative 
examples effectively. Second, Maslennikov et al. (2006) reported that the 
performance of dependency classifier on long dependency paths is significantly 
lower than that on short dependency paths. Therefore, we distinguish long and short 
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positive relation paths, and cascade the discourse classifier into the dependency 
classifier for the long relation path to improve the performance of dependency 
analysis. 
 
1.4 Research contributions and significance 
From the analysis of previous studies in Section 1.2, it is clear that extraction of 
relations between entities is crucial to improving performance of Information 
Extraction (IE) on free text.  In this thesis, we aim to study different types of 
relations in text and integrate them. Specifically, there are 3 contributions of this 
study:  
(1)  We extracted dependency relations in order to tackle the word alignment and 
word paraphrasing problems. The inclusion of dependency relations enables us 
to obtain invariant learning model to syntactic paraphrasing. Different from 
previous works that extract dependency relations (e.g., Cui et al. (2005), Riloff 
and Jones (1999), Niu et al. (2003)), we classify relations into Simple, Average 
and Hard category according to the complexity of the involved relation paths 
between entities, and employ different strategy for each category. Another 
difference is that we do not utilize a set of predefined grammatical rules to 
induce domain-dependent rules. 
(2)  We use discourse relations to support dependency/semantic relations. Different 
from Webber et al. (2002), our method allows automatic extraction of discourse 
patterns. Additionally, our discourse patterns enable us to connect entities in 
different clauses. This is an advantage to the method of Cimiano and Reely 
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(2003), which used discourse relations only to connect  IE events. We also do 
not utilize a domain-dependent ontology for the extraction of events. 
(3)  We filter wrong relations paths between anchors and cascading of relation path 
classifiers. Differently from the previous works on bootstrapping (Thelen and 
Riloff, 2002), cascading (Xiao et al., 2004), co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 
1998) and counter-training (Yangarber, 2003), our strategies are able to 
integrate dependency, semantic and discourse relations. In turn, such approach 
tackles the overall data sparseness problem.  
 
1.5 Overview of this thesis 
In Chapter 2, we review the related work in the field of Information Extraction. 
Chapter 3 introduces the architecture of our system. Chapter 4 discusses our work 
on dependency relations, Chapter 5 introduces the framework for combining the 
discourse, semantic and dependency relations, and Chapter 6 presents the filtering 
and cascading strategies to combine discourse and dependency classifiers. Finally, 
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis.  









In this chapter, we review the field of Information Extraction. Review of related 
works is important to describe major directions in the IE research. At the same time, 
analysis of existing relation-based models provides a basis for integrating relations 
into a framework.  
 As the purpose of an IE system is to extract information about texts, the major 
question is how to represent such information. To tackle the data sparseness 
problem, this representation needs to be invariant to possible text-related problem 
of paraphrasing and misalignment. In this thesis, we want to demonstrate that 
representing information in the form of anchors (key phrases) and relations between 
anchors improves the performance. Therefore, our emphasis in this chapter is in 
reviewing of how related systems handle relations. 
There are several sources for learning the relations between words: (a) the 
labeled data; (b) the unlabeled data; (c) the domain knowledge; and (d) the output 
of parsers. According to these sources of acquiring relations, we categorize our 
related work. First, we introduce the variety of IE tasks and position our research 
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among these tasks.  Second, we review the rule-based and statistic-based supervised 
learning methods for learning the relations from labeled data. Third, we review the 
bootstrapping approaches to acquiring relations from unlabeled data. Fourth, we 
analyze systems that are able to acquire hidden relations between entities, 
corresponding to domain knowledge. Much of the discussion in this section is 
devoted to systems that deal with ontologies. Fifth, we analyze systems that use the 
outputs of various parsers to perform Information Extraction. Finally, we 
summarize the drawbacks of related works and present our method to improve the 
previous approaches. 
 
2.1 Overview of Information Extraction tasks 
Information Extraction (IE) is the process of the extracting information from texts. 
The extracted information contains a semantic interpretation and helps to infer 
meaning of the respective text (Engels and Bremdel, 2000). The IE systems have 
very diverse types of input and output. 
The input into an IE system can be classified into structured, semi-structured 
and free text (Soderland, 1999). The structured text follows a rigid pattern or 
grammatical rule (e.g., weather reports or computer programs).  The semi-
structured text is ungrammatical and often has a telegraphic representation. 
Additionally, it does not follow a very rigid pattern. The examples of such text are 
seminar announcement or job advertisements. Finally, free text is usually 
grammatical and does not follow any specific pattern. In this thesis, we performed 
experiments only on free text, because it is the most challenging input format. 
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The output format of the extracted information may be represented in different 
ways: entities, relations between entities or templates with entities. Therefore, it is 
common to consider several tasks as Information Extraction. The Message 
Understanding Conferences (MUC) in the middle of 90s introduced the tasks of 
Named Entity (NE) recognition, Co-reference resolution, Template Elements (TE) 
recognition, Template Relations recognition and Scenario Template (ST) 
recognition. Recently, another series of Automated Content Extraction (ACE) 
evaluations introduced the tasks of Relation Detection and Characterization (RDC), 
Entity Detection and Tracking and Event Detection and Tracking as a part of 
Information Extraction. In the current thesis, we conducted experiments on the 
Template Elements recognition (slot-based task), Scenario Template recognition 
and Relation Detection and Characterization tasks. These tasks were chosen due to 
2 reasons: (a) they are the most challenging tasks in the MUC and ACE series; and 
(b) the evaluation on the RDC task enables us to directly measure the performance 
gain of our relation-based method against other related systems. 
 
2.2 Supervised Extraction of relations in IE systems 
In this section, we review the approaches to automated acquisition of relations. 
There are two major types of related systems: rule-based and statistical. 
2.2.1 Rule-based models 
One of the natural ways to encode relations between entities is to create a set of 
rules. For instance, the rule “subj:X verb:kidnapped obj:Y -> Perpetrator (X), 
Victim(Y)” encodes the subject-verb-object relation between the entities X and Y. 
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The earliest approaches to create rules were heuristic. For example, the expert 
system MYCIN by Buchanan and Shortliffe (1984) was able to predict the culprit 
bacteria with the accuracy of 65%, which outperformed most physicians who were 
not specialized in bacterial infections. Numerous heuristic approaches to generate 
rules in Information Extraction were made during the Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUC). The PIE system by Lin (1995) utilizes the rule-based 
approach for using relationships. The rules in PIE consist of patterns in syntactic 
tree and encode directions for matching subtrees. Although the results on NE 
extraction reach F=93% on the MUC-6 corpus, obtaining such rules requires 
extensive use of expensive expert labor. The winner of the MUC3 conference 
CIRCUS system used heuristic rules to extract concept nodes based on linguistic 
constraints.  
 There are 2 drawbacks with the heuristic approach to rule generation. First, it 
requires an extensive human labor. Riloff (1996) reported that the creation of 
CIRCUS heuristic rules required approximately 1500 person hours (!) to encode 
these rules. It is more than 6 months of work for a single person, working 8 hours a 
day without weekends. Second, heuristic rules tend to be domain dependent. 
Therefore, domain experts have to repeat their labor in each new domain.  
 To overcome these drawbacks, the next generation of IE systems aim to extract 
linguistic features (e.g. lemma of word, part-of-speech) from texts and learned rules 
from these features automatically. Since the major decision of a rule-based system 
is whether to fire a rule to extract an entity, the difference between the automatic 
rule-based systems depends on: (a) whether a rule is performing well on the set of 
training instances; and (b) whether there is another rule which extracted the entity 
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into a different category. We review the IE systems that automatically learn rules 
according to these factors. 
2.2.1.1 Measurements of the rule performance 
Many of the supervised rule-based IE systems measure the performance of rules on 
the stage of training. One of the common metrics, Laplacian measure by Soderland 













where e is amount of errors made by rule and n is a number of extractions. Thus, the 
amount of human involvement in the evaluation of rules is decreased. Measuring of 
rule performance based on the training corpus was used in such systems as 
Autoslog by Riloff (1993), PALKA by Kim and Moldovan (1995), HASTEN by 
Krupka (1995) and LIEP by Huffman (1995). In our opinion, the major drawback of 
the laplacian metric is that it measures the performance of each rule separately from 
that of the other rules. Another drawback is that experts need to annotate each 
training and testing instance. 
The Autoslog-TS system by Riloff (1996) uses only the marking of texts as 
correct or wrong to measure the performance of rules. Nevertheless, labeling of 
texts as correct or wrong still takes time for experts. Additionally, this system 
performs hard matching of co-occurrence relations, encoded in the form of rules in 
Autoslog-TS. Xiao et al. (2004) reported that it leads to serious data sparseness 
problem.  
The other way to measure performance of rules is to study the rule behavior in 
case of conflicts. We review this approach in the following Section. 
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2.2.1.2 Conflict resolution in supervised rule-based systems 
Several rules may extract the same entity concurrently, as in the sentence “Ford 
released a new car model”. Two possible rules, Rule1=”subj:X verb:released => 
Person(X)” and Rule2=”subj:X verb:released => Organization(X)” may extract 
that ‘Ford’ is a Person and that ‘Ford’ is Organization. In this case, there is a 
problem of conflict between rules. The trivial strategy is to fire rules according to 
their score on the training corpus (e.g., according to the Laplacian metric). 
However, such strategy does not consider the other extracted entities in the context.  
In order to include other entities in rule conflict resolution, Yarowsky (1995) 
suggested the heuristic of one sense per discourse. For example, earlier in the 
sample text we encountered another sentence with the entity “Mr. Ford”, then this 
heuristic suggests that Rule1 should be fired. For this purpose, (LP)
2
 by Ciravegna 
(2001) utilizes rules with high precision in order to improve the precision of rules 
with average recall. However, there are few counter-arguments to this strategy. 
First, (LP)
2
 is developed for semi-structured textual domain, where we can find 
consistent lexical patterns at surface text level. This is not the same for free-text, in 
which different order of words or an extra clause in a sentence may cause 
paraphrasing and alignment problems respectively, such as the example excerpts 
“terrorists attacked peasants” and “peasants were attacked 2 months ago by 
terrorists”. Second, errors in rules tend to propagate to the meta-rules. Third, based 
on the analysis by Krovetz (1998), Wilks (2000) argued that the one sense per 
discourse heuristic tends to be wrong outside the domain of encyclopedia articles, 
which were chosen by Yarowsky (1995) for the analysis. Finally, the correct 
resolution of the rule conflict may depend also on the context of entities. If the 
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entity “Ford” would be changed into “Mr. Ford”, then Rule1 should be fired, and if 
“Ford” is changed into “Ford Corp.”, then Rule2 should be given preference. 
The promising approach is employed by Chua and Liu (2002). They created a 




D(R1, R2) = {f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6} 
where f1 and f2 measure the difference of target and instance length extracted by R1 
and R2, f3 and f4 are differences in the left and right context length; and f5, f6 denote 
the frequency and frequency of cue words inside name. They used this vector for 
training decision tree and further resolution of rule conflicts. However, it was 
employed for Chinese text and requires large amounts of training data on English 
texts. 
In result, current methods resolve the rule conflicts based on rule selection. 
Most of these methods choose the already learned rules and do not consider 
instances in cases of rule conflicts.  
2.2.2 Statistical models 
Several recent studies focused on the extraction of relationships using classifiers. 
Culotta and Sorensen (2004) extracted relationships using dependency-based kernel 
trees in Support Vector Machines (SVM). They achieved an F1-measure of 63% in 
relation detection. The authors reported that the primary source of mistakes comes 
from the heterogeneous nature of non-relation instances. Consequently, to 
overcome such mistakes, we need to perform an additional analysis of relations at 
different levels.  
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Roth and Yih (2002) employed the Bayesian Inference Model for relationship 
recognition. They argued that named entities (NE) and relationships support each 
other. Thus, learning has to be done together in order to avoid the propagation of 
mistakes in NE-Relationship extraction cycles. However, it is also important to 
model that relations between entities may be mutually dependent. Thus, Bunescu 
and Mooney (2004) considered the situation in which some subsequence of context 
words is very indicative for filling slot. They argued that such sequences are 
indicative even in case of the different context for the same type of slot. We will 
illustrate it based on the example from the terrorism domain.  
 
S1: Terrorists recently attacked <VICTIM>unidentified individuals</VICTIM>. 
S2: 33 terrorists from Al-Queda attacked <VICTIM>visitors</VICTIM> of WTC. 
 
Unlike the word ‘attacked’, the relation subject-verb encoded in the 
subsequence “terrorists murdered” is a strong predictor for the following extraction 
of VICTIM. Bunescu and Mooney (2004) modeled relationships using undirected 
graphs, namely, using the Relational Markov Models approach. However, they 
reported insignificant improvement in results for the biomedical domain in 
comparison to the use of CRF.   
Overall, the statistical approaches tend to outperform rule-based approaches. 
However, Ciravegna (2001) argued that it is difficult to examine the result obtained 
by classifiers. Thus, interpretability of the learned knowledge is a serious bottleneck 
of the classification approach. Additionally, Zhou and Su (2002) trained classifiers 
for Named Entity extraction and reported that performance degrades rapidly if the 
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training corpus size is below 100KB. It implies that human experts have to spend 
long hours to annotate a sufficiently large amount of training corpus. 
 
2.3 Semi-supervised extraction of relations in IE systems 
The amount of unlabeled instances is usually significantly higher than that of the 
labeled instances. Therefore, numerous attempts to tackle the data sparseness 
problem focused on the idea of using the unlabeled data. In this section, we review 
2 common approaches for achieving this purpose: bootstrapping (Efron, 1979) and 
co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998).  
In the bootstrapping systems (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Yangarber et al., 2002; 
Yangarber, 2003), rules are measured by their confidence. This confidence score is 
recalculated based on the confidence of other rules that cover the same instance. 
Thus, in case of conflicting rules, the most confident rules decrease a score for the 
less confident ones. Brin (1998) bootstrapped the regular expression patterns for 
book name extraction based on the html structures and url structures. On the news 
articles domain, Agichtein and Gravano (2000) constructed LOC-ORG templates 
based on probabilities of words between LOC-ORG and in the left and right 
context. They argued that this method produces selective patterns with high 
coverage (P=85%, R=82% on the corpus of WSJ, NYT news articles). Yangarber et 
al. (2002) extended the list of accepted names based on noun groups (e.g., adding 
“yellow fever vaccine” once “yellow fever” is in the list) and reported P=50%, 
R=70% for the recognition of diseases on the ProMed domain. Thelen and Riloff 
(2002) discovered that precision tends to be higher if a category classifier cannot 
learn name that is already learned. Starting from the addition of 10 most frequent 
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noun phrases as negative classes, Lin et al. (2003) improved the precision to P=70% 
at R=70% for the recognition of diseases on the ProMed domain. However, these 
approaches use surface patterns, which may be insufficient if the distance between 
entities is big. Thus, it may cause a problem if instances are paraphrased at different 
levels: syntactic, semantic or discourse. 
Another direction of recent studies explore the idea of utilizing several learners 
to train each other. Although this idea is fairly intuitive, related studies reported a 
lot of problems in this direction. First, Riloff and Jones (1999) reported that errors 
in extracted entities (they extracted names) can rapidly propagate. Therefore, they 
validated the extracted entities using different learners. Second, the stopping criteria 
of each learner has to depend on other learners. One possible approach adopted by 
Yangarber (2003) is to stop training when the extractions of 2 learners start to 
intersect. Due to the ranking of templates learned on different scenarios (e.g., 
Management Succession and Natural Disasters) and the stopping to learn in cases of 
intersection (e.g.,“Person died” in both domains), Yangarber (2003) obtained the 
performance of P=83%, R=83% on the extraction of a management succession 
scenario in Message Understanding Conference 6 (MUC6). The author reported this 
method leads to problems of ambiguity both at the document and pattern levels. 
Third, learners may differ significantly in their precision and recall. To overcome 
this problem, several authors used the cascading strategy. In the Named Entity 
extraction task, Niu et al. (2003) cascaded the high-precision rule output into the 
HMM classifier. Their cascading strategy allowed them to achieve state-of-the-art 
performance on the Person and Organization types on MUC7 Named Entity 
recognition task. Xiao et al. (2004) cascaded the output of soft matching rules (Cui 
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et al., 2004) into the hard matching rules of (Xiao et al., 2003) and achieved 
F1=55% based on 20% of training corpora. This is only 2% less than the results of 
GRID based on 100% of training corpora (F1=57%). Whereas these approaches are 
useful to integrate different levels of text, they lack a systematic perspective on 
different relation levels. Word alignment issue is serious for IE due to paraphrasing, 
addition/deletion of noisy tokens as adjectives or punctuation. According to Xiao et 
al. (2004), systems that utilize hard matching rules on free text are losing in recall to 
systems that employed statistical models. Additionally, even if 2 learners are able to 
train each other, neither learners deal with entities in different clauses/semantic 
frames in these systems.  
Several researchers (Yangarber, 2003; Niu et al., 2003) discovered that the 
choice of seeds for bootstrapping is crucial to better effectiveness. Etzioni et al. 
(2005) used automatic identification of subclasses to eliminate the problem of seed 
selection. They performed automatic gathering of seeds using general-level 
heuristics (e.g., “<class1> such as NPList”). This approach is promising and brings 
in the problem of automatic NE class extraction. Nevertheless, it relies only on 
predefined surface patterns, which misses instances which may not be covered by 
such heuristics. On the other hand, Davidov et al. (2007) suggested that it is 
sufficient to check that 2 words are associated with some cue, as in the form 
“Word1 Cue Word2”. Indeed, even 2 seeds of the same class are sufficient to 
bootstrap the whole semantic class in their approach. However, these approaches 
tend to avoid the situation when entities belong to different clauses or semantic 
frames. 
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2.4 Integration of relations from domain knowledge 
In multiple situations, it is important to rely on relations encoded in the form of 
domain knowledge. Maedche et al. (2002) classified these situations into several 
groups of:  
1) Lexical dependencies between entities. E.g., the sentence “They are 
geniuses, Michael, Dieter, Markus” contains a class ‘geniuses’ and its 
members ‘Michael’, ‘Dieter’, ‘Markus’. In order to recognize this fact, an IE 
system needs to have the template “geniuses, X, Y” to recognize that X, Y 
belong to the common concept ‘genius’. 
2) Syntactic dependencies. In the sentence “the house of Usher” syntactic 
dependence leads to conceptual dependency between ‘house’ and ‘Usher’. 
3) Semantic dependencies. The sentence “The baby has cried” contains 2 
concepts of ‘baby’ and ‘crying’ and a semantic relationship of ‘emotion’ 
between these concepts. 
For human beings, these examples of relations between the entities are fairly 
intuitive. At the same time, an Information Extraction system cannot infer such 
relations from the sentences above. Therefore, it needs to rely on external 
knowledge sources.  
In this Section, we consider only those knowledge sources that can represent 
entities (concepts) and relations between the entities. Such knowledge sources are 
commonly refered to as ontology (Guarino, 1997). We address the 2 problems 
related to encoding relations in ontology: (a) how to represent an ontology; and (b) 
how to extract relations from ontologies. 
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2.4.1 Representation of ontologies 
Muller et al. (2004) considered the representation of ontology in the form of classes 
of concepts (e.g., gene or cell) and classes to model relationships (e.g., association 
or regulation). They stated that this representation of ontology can refine meanings 
of entities. For example, “lin-11” is a subclass of ‘cell’, which has a “cell-
>biosynthesis->biological process” path in the corresponding hierarchy. 
Nevertheless, they reported that ontologies cannot replace human experts and 
reported 29% losses of distinct gene-gene interactions against 9% losses by 
humans. 
Several researchers consider Web as ontology. Wang et al. (2000) extracted 
information in the tabular form, whereas Etzioni et al. (2005) built a bootstrapping 
system KnowItAll which automatically mines entity types and uses them to create a 
knowledge base. 
2.4.2 Extraction of relations from ontology 
Several studies (Muller et al., 2004; Milward et al., 2005) suggested querying 
ontology in the same manner as a search engine. Milward et al. (2005) utilized 
ontology to query the most often co-occurring entities to extract semantic 
relationships between them. For example, entities ‘RAF’ and ‘phosphorylate’ can 
be associated with the ‘is-a’ relationship in a sentence like “Raf has been shown to 
phosphorylate”. On the contrary, Zhu et al. (2004) suggested extracting entities 
closely related to an existing entity. They measured agreement with humans using 
the t-test and reported 40% for ORG, 73% for PER and 54% for Project classes.  
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 Case frame based IE systems incorporate domain-dependent knowledge in the 
processing and learning of semantic constraints. However, concept hierarchy used 
in case frames is typically encoded manually and requires additional human labor 
for porting across domains. Moreover, the systems tend to rely on heuristics in 
order to match case frames. PALKA by Kim and Moldovan (1995) performs 
keyword-based matching of concepts, while CRYSTAL by Soderland et al. (1995) 
relied on additional domain-specific annotation and associated lexicon for 
matching. 
The application of ontologies raises several problems. Smith (2003) pointed that 
ontologies may develop in time and therefore relations in ontology may be false. 
Guarino (1997) proposed to derive the meta-level constraints in order to deal with 
inconsistencies between ontologies O1 and O2. Such meta-level constraints can also 
be represented as ontology. The most important issue is that current techniques 
consider only the usage of ontology on the stage of preprocessing texts. However, 
on this stage, systems cannot estimate whether the extracted relationships are useful 
or not. Therefore, such steps as rule generalization and learning of ontological 
restrictions as rule features, can improve the performance. 
 
2.5 Integration of relations from parsers 
Recent work in IE focuses on dependency/syntactic, semantic, parsing and 
discourse-based approaches. Several recent research efforts were based on 
modeling relations between entities.  
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2.5.1 Syntactic/dependency relations 
Another possible direction to tackle this problem is to carry out further relationship 
classification, similar to Culotta and Sorensen (2004). Cui et al. (2005) performed 
flexible matching between relations to reduce the problem of heterogeneity in 
sentences. However, they reported that flexible matching of relations is still 
ineffective for cases of paraphrasing, arising from long distance relations. 
Maslennikov et al. (2006) classified relation path between candidate entities into 
simple, average and hard cases. This classification is based on the length of 
connecting path in dependency parse tree. They reported that dependency relations 
are not reliable for the hard cases, which may need the analysis of discourse 
relations to supplement dependency relation paths. 
2.5.2 Semantic relations 
Surdeanu et al. (2003) applied semantic parsing to capture the predicate-argument 
sentence structure. They suggested that semantic parsing is useful to capture verb 
arguments, which may be connected by long-distance dependency paths. However, 
current semantic parsers such as the ASSERT are not able to recognize support verb 
constructions such as “X conducted an attack on Y” under the verb frame “attack” 
(Pradhan et al. 2004). Hence, many useful predicate-argument structures will be 
missed. Moreover, semantic parsing belongs to the intra-clausal level of sentence 
analysis, which, as in the dependency case, will need the support of discourse 
analysis to bridge inter-clausal relations. 
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2.5.3 Discourse relations 
Webber et al. (2002) reported that discourse structure helps to extract anaphoric 
relations. However, their set of grammatical rules is heuristic. Our task needs the 
construction of an automated approach to be portable across several domains. 
Cimiano et al. (2005) also employed a discourse-based analysis for IE. However, 
their approach requires a predefined domain-dependent ontology in the format of 
extended logical description grammar as described by Cimiano and Reely (2003). 
Moreover, they used discourse relations between events, whereas in our approach, 
discourse relations connect entities.  
 
2.6 Analysis of related work 
From these studies we can conclude that flexibility of natural language is a critical 
problem for relationship extraction. In order to make progress in this field, it is 
important to make a step towards an invariant text representation. A possible 
direction to tackling this problem is in relationship classification (Harabagiu and 
Maiorano, 2000). The promising approach by Cui et al. (2005) and Sun et al. (2005) 
consists of flexible matching between relations. Albeit it reduces the heterogeneous 
nature issue, Cui et al. (2005) reported that this method is still ineffective for the 
cases of paraphrasing. In our opinion, the most effective method consists of 
transforming token positions to some predefined order before performing extraction 
of relations together with possible flexible matching. 









In this chapter, we present the architecture of our Information Extraction system 
ARE (Anchors and RElations). First, we describe the overall architecture of ARE, 
before we proceed with the description of key components, namely the Binary 
relationship evaluation, Evaluation of relation paths and Combination of relation 
paths.  
 
3.1 Overall architecture 
The input to ARE consists of a set of documents in a Corpus and the output is the 
set of extracted Templates. The processing stages of the input data are presented in 
Figure 3.1. As a convention for this Chapter, we highlight boxes with a dashed line, 
when we further elaborate them in a separate scheme. Further, we use a canned for 
data and rectangle box for processing operations. 
 The documents in the Corpus first undergo the Preprocessing stage. It consists 
of sentence splitting, part-of-speech analysis, noun/verb phrase chunking, 
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dependency, semantic and discourse analysis. We also extract Named Entities at 
this stage. The output of preprocessing stage is a set of Sentences. Every token in 
the Sentence consists of the word and its linguistic features, obtained from the 
above analyses. The following stages then process the texts at the Sentence level. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Architecture of the ARE system 
 
 In the next stage, Anchor Evaluation, we extract key phrases (Anchors) from the 
sentences based on linguistic features of these key phrases. Anchors are used as 
candidates to fill slots in templates (as required by Information Extraction). In this 
way, we reduce the search space for the Information Extraction task. 
 Although the number of the Anchors is significantly smaller than the number of 
words in the input texts, the meaning of the input text and the Anchors in this text 
needs additional analysis. Thus, we exhaustively evaluate binary relations between 
the Anchors in the Binary relationship evaluation component. This step analyzes 
dependency, semantic and discourse relations between pairs of Anchors. If the 













Refer to Figure 3.2 
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candidate templates. Based on the anchor pairs, we exhaustively fill Candidate 
templates. 
 Finally, we use the evaluations of the binary relations between Anchors to 
evaluate the Candidate templates. Those Candidate templates that pass the 
threshold score are output as a resulting Template. 
 
3.2 Binary relationship evaluation 
Here, we present the architecture for the Binary relationship evaluation stage in 
Figure 3.2. The input to this stage consists of both the Anchors and Relations 
between them, while the output consists of a set of Accepted anchor pairs. We 
evaluate the input with the dependency/semantic and discourse relation classifiers. 
After this step, the evaluations for the relation paths are further combined together.  
 















Input from Figure 3.3 
Input from Anchors 
(Figure 3.1) 
Refer to Figure 3.4 
Output to Candidate 
Templates (Figure 3.1) 
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We need to analyze relations both at the intra-clausal and inter-clausal levels. 
Therefore, we built 2 types of Relation path classifiers: dependency/semantic and 
discourse classifier. Since both classifiers deal with the Relations between Anchor 
pairs, we constructed the classifiers based on the same design. First, each classifier 
performs a Single relation ranking. Next, the relevance scores for single relations 
are used in a Relation path ranking. As an output from the classifiers, we obtain 2 
scores: from the dependency path and discourse path. These scores are used in 
Combination of relation paths step to integrate the outputs from relation path 
classifiers. 
 
3.3 Evaluation of relation paths 
In this thesis, we explore the Co-occurrence, Dependency, Semantic and Discourse 
relations. A schematic representation for these relations is introduced in Figure 3.3. 
Some of the components in this diagram are studied in detail in the following 
chapters. We marked these components using the “long dash – dot – dot” style. This 
convention is applied to all the following figures in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.3. Relations in ARE 
 
A same word may have different part-of-speech or Named Entity types. For 
example, the word ‘attack’ can be a noun or verb, and the word ‘Ford’ can be a 
person or company name. Therefore, such Linguistic features as part-of-speech and 
Named Entity of the Anchors depend on Co-occurrence relations between the 
Anchors and their neighboring words. 
We also use several other types of relations in this thesis: Dependency relations 
from a Minipar parser by Lin (1997), Semantic relations from an ASSERT parser 
by Pradhan et al. (2004) and Discourse relations from a Spade parser by Soricut and 
Marcu (2003). 
Chapter 4 studies the application of Dependency relations to Information 
Extraction. In this chapter, we study the performance using all the dependency 
relations. Next, we split the dependency relation paths into Simple, Average and 















Refer to Chapter 5 
Refer to Chapter 4 
dependency 
path cases 
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We incorporate the Semantic and Discourse relations in Chapter 5.  Thus, our 
framework for this chapter includes Co-occurrence, Dependency, Semantic and 
Discourse relations. 
 
3.4 Combination of relation paths 
In order to alleviate the data sparseness problem, we combine relation paths 
between Anchor pairs. Our architecture to combine the relation paths is presented in 
Figure 3.4. The input to this stage consists of Anchor pairs and Ranked relation 
paths, whereas the output consists of a set of Accepted anchor pairs.  
 
 














Accepted anchor pairs 
Anchor pairs 
 
Refer to Chapter 6 
Output to Accepted  
anchor pairs (Figure 3.2) 
Input from Relation path classifier (Figure 3.2) 
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We apply 2 strategies to combine relation paths. These strategies deal with the 
polarity of the Relation path classifiers and with the Cascading of classifiers. 
Chapter 6 describes the combination strategies in detail. 
 The amount of Negative relation paths is significantly larger than that for 
positive relation paths. Thus, we apply a Relation path filtering strategy to eliminate 
the Negative relation paths. For this purpose, we invert the Negative relation paths 
into Positive (and vice-versa) and input them into the Relation path classifier (in 
Figure 3.2). The output of such classifier consists of the extracted Negative relation 
paths, thus we refer to such classifier as a Negative classifier. Next, we eliminate 
the extracted negative paths and input the remaining (non-inverted) relation paths 
into the Relation path classifier (Figure 3.2). Since it extracts the positive relation 
paths, we refer to such classifier as a Positive classifier. 
 Maslennikov et al. (2006) demonstrated that long dependency paths (with ≥3 
relations) decrease the performance of the dependency classifier. Therefore, we 
check whether the Discourse classifier extracts any discourse relation path. If it 
does, then we add the relations along this path into the linguistic features of the 
Anchor pairs. Afterwards, we input the Anchor pairs into the Dependency 
classifier.  
This part of our work, consisting of the filtering and cascading strategies, is 
presented in Chapter 6. 










In this Chapter, we describe our approach to tackle the paraphrasing and alignment 
problems at the phrasal level using dependency relations. Differing from previous 
studies, the language model used in ARE (Anchors and Relations) is based on 
dependency relations obtained from Minipar by Lin (1997). In the first stage, ARE 
tries to identify possible candidates for filling slots in a sentence. For example, 
words such as ‘terrorist’ or ‘guerrilla’ can fill the slot for Perpetrator in the 
terrorism domain. We refer to these candidates as anchors or anchor cues. In the 
second stage, ARE defines the dependency relations that connect anchor cues. We 
exploit dependency relations to provide more invariant structures for similar 
sentences with different syntactic structures. After extracting the possible relations 
between anchor cues, we form several possible parsing paths and rank them.  Based 
on the ranking, we choose the optimal filling of slots.  
 Ranking strategy may be unnecessary in cases when entities are represented in 
the subject-verb-object (SVO) form. Ranking strategy may also fail in situations of 
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long distance relations. To handle such problems, we categorize the sentences into 3 
categories of: simple, average and hard, depending on the complexity of the 
dependency relations. We then apply different strategies to tackle sentences in each 
category effectively. The following subsections discuss details of our approach. 
























Part-of-Speech Noun Verb Noun Noun 
Named Entities Soldiers  
(PERSON) 




Synonyms Synset 130, 166 Synset 22 Synset 68 Synset 71 
Concept Class ID 2, 3 ID 9  ID 22, 43 ID 61, 48 
Co-referenced 
entity 
He -> terrorist, 
soldier 
- They -> 
peasants 
- 








Argument type Arg0, Arg1 Target, -, 
ArgM-MNR 
Arg0, Arg1 Arg1, ArgM-
MNR 
 
 Every token in ARE may be represented at a different level of representations, 
including: Lexical, Part-of-Speech, Named Entities, Synonyms and Concept 
classes. The synonym set and concept classes are mainly obtained from Wordnet. 
We use NLProcessor from Infogistics Ltd1 for the extraction of part-of-speech, 
noun phrases and verb phrases (we refer to them as phrases). Named Entities are 
extracted with the program used in Yang et al. (2003). Additionally, we employed 
the co-reference module for the extraction of meaningful pronouns. It is used for 
linking entities across clauses or sentences, for example in “John works in XYZ 
Corp. He was appointed as a vice-president a month ago” and could achieve an 
                                                 
1
 Available at http://www.infogistics.com/textanalysis.html 
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accuracy of 62%. After preprocessing and feature extraction, we obtain the 
linguistic features as shown in Table 4.1. 
 
4.1 Mining of anchor cues 
In order to extract possible anchors and relations from every sentence, we need to 
select features to support the generalization of words. This generalization may be 
different for different classes of words. For example, person names may be 
generalized as a Named Entity PERSON, whereas for ‘murder’ and ‘assassinate’, 
the optimal generalization would be the concept class ‘kill’ in the WordNet 
hypernym tree. To support several generalizations, we need to store multiple 
representations of every word or token. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Example of anchor with general type 
 
 Mining of anchor cues or anchors is crucial in order to unify meaningful entities 
in a sentence, for example words ‘terrorists’, ‘individuals’ and ‘soldiers’ from Table 
4.1. In the terrorism domain, we consider 4 types of anchor cues: Perpetrator, 
Action, Victim, and Target of destruction. For management succession domain, we 
have 6 types: Post, PersonIn, PersonOut, Action and Organization. Each set of 
anchor cues may be seen as a pre-defined semantic type where the tokens are mined 
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type A and action type D. Action type anchor cues are those with verbs or verb 
phrases describing a particular action or movement. General type encompasses any 
predefined type that does not fall under the action type cues. The example of anchor 
with general type is given in Figure 4.1. 
 In the first stage, we need to automatically extract anchor cues for every type. 
Let P be an input phrase, and Aj be the anchor of type Cj that we want to match. The 
similarity score of P for Cj in sentence S is given by: 
 
 
Phrase_Scores(P,Cj) = (4.1) 
 
 
 δ 1* Score_lexical1(P,Cj)+δ2* Score_POS2(P,Cj)+ 
 δ3* Score_NE3(P,Cj)+δ4* Score_Syn4(P,Cj)+  
 δ 5* Score_Concept-Class5(P,Cj) 
 
 
where Score_Xi(P,Cj) is a score function for the type Cj and δi is the importance 
weight for feature Xi. In order to extract the score function, we use entities from 
slots in the training instances. Each Score_Xi(P,Cj) is calculated as a ratio of 










ji =  (4.2)
 
We classify the phrase P as belonging to an anchor cue Aj of type Cj if 
Phrase_ScoreS(P,Cj) ≥ ω, where ω=0.4 is an empirically determined threshold. For 
the assigned anchor Aj, we define Phrase_ScoreS(Aj) = Phrase_ScoreS(P,Cj). The 
weights ( )51 ,..., δδδ =  are learned automatically using Expectation Maximization 
by Dempster et al. (1977). Using anchors from training instances as ground truth, 
we iteratively input different sets of weights into EM to maximize the overall score. 
Consider the excerpts “Terrorists attacked victims”, “Peasants were murdered 
by unidentified individuals” and “Soldiers participated in massacre of Jesuit 
priests”. Let Wi denotes the position of token i in the instances. After mining of 
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anchors, we are able to extract meaningful anchor cues in these sentences as shown 
in Table 4.2: 
Table 4.2. Instances with anchor cues 
 
W-3 W-2 W-1 W0 W1 W2 W3 
 Perp_Cue Action_Cue Victim_Cue    
   Victim_Cue were Action_Cue By 
in Action_Cue of Victim_Cue    
 
 
4.2 Relationship extraction and ranking 
In the next stage, we need to find meaningful relations to unify instances using the 
anchor cues. This unification is done using dependency trees of sentences. The 
dependency relations for the first sentence are given in Figure 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.2. Dependency tree 
 
From the dependency tree, we need to identify the SVO relations between anchor 
cues. In cases when there are multiple relations linking many potential subjects, 
verbs or objects, we need to select the best relations under the circumstances. Our 
scheme for relation ranking is as follows.  
 First, we rank each single relation individually based on the probability that it 
appears in the respective context template slot in the training data. We use the 
following formula to capture the quality of a relation Rel which gives higher weight 
to more frequently occurring relations:  















),,( 21  (4.3)
 
where S is a set of sentences containing relation Rel, anchors A1 and A2; R denotes 
relation path connecting A1 and A2 in a sentence Si; ||X|| denotes size of the set X. 
 Second, we need to take into account the entity height in the dependency tree. 
We calculate height as a distance to the root node. Our intuition is that the nodes on 
the higher level of dependency tree are more important, because they may be linked 
to more nodes or entities. The following example in Figure 4.3 illustrates it.  
 
 
Figure 4.3. Example of entities in a dependency tree 
 
Here, the node ‘terrorists’ is the most representative in the whole tree, and thus 
relations nearer to ‘terrorists’ should have higher weight. Therefore, we give a 




Heights(Rel) = log2(Const – Distance(Root, Rel)) 
 
where Const is set to be larger than the depth of nodes in the tree.  
 Third, we need to calculate the score of relation path Ri->j between each pair of 
anchors Ai and Aj, where Ai and Aj belong to different anchor cue types. The path 
score of Ri->j depends on both quality and height of participating relations:  




Scores(Ai, Aj)=ΣRi∈R {Heights(Ri)*Quality(Ri)}/Lengthij 
 
where i ≠ j and Lengthij is the length of path Ri->j. Division on Lengthij allows 
normalizing Score against the length of Ri->j. The formula (4.5) tends to give higher 
scores to shorter paths. Therefore, the path ending with ‘terrorist’ will be preferred 
in the previous example to the equivalent path ending with ‘MRTA’. 
 Finally, we find optimal filling of a template T. Let C = {C1, .. , CK} be the set 
of slot types in T and A = {A1, .., AL} be the set of extracted anchors. First, we 





AAA =  be 
the projection of A onto the type Ck, ∀k ≤ K. Let F = A
(1)
 × A(2) ×..× A(K) be the set 
of possible template fillings. The elements of F are denoted as F1, ..,FM, where 




}. Our aim is to evaluate F and find 
the optimal filling F0 ∈ F. For this purpose, we use the previously calculated scores 
of relation paths between every two anchors Ai and Aj.  
 Based on the previously defined ScoreS(Ai, Aj), it is possible to rank all the 
fillings in F. For each filling Fi∈F we calculate the aggregate score for all the 













where i ≠ j and K is number of slot types and M denotes the number of relation 
paths between anchors in Fi.  
 After calculating Relation_ScoreS(Fi), it is used for ranking all possible template 
fillings. The next step is to join entity and relation scores. We defined the entity 
score of Fi as an average of the scores of participating anchors:   
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The application of Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) relations facilitates the grouping of 
subjects, verbs and objects together. For the 3 instances in Table 4.2 containing the 
anchor cues, the unified SVO relations are given in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3. Unification based on SVO relations 
 
W-2 W-1 W0 Instance is 
Perp_Cue Attacked Victim_Cue + 
Perp_Cue murdered Victim_Cue + 
Perp_Cue participated ? - 
 
The first 2 instances are unified correctly. The only exception is the slot in the third 
case, which is missing because the target is not an object of ‘participated’. 
 
4.3 Category splitting 
Through our experiments, we found that the combination of relations and anchors 
are essential for improving IE performance. However, relations alone are not 
effective across all situations because of long distance relations and possible 
dependency relation parsing errors, especially for long sentences. Since the 
relations in long sentences are often complicated, parsing errors are very difficult to 
avoid. Furthermore, application of dependency relations on long sentences may lead 
to incorrect extractions and decrease the performance.  
 Our analysis of instances revealed that dependency trees have different 
complexity for different sentences. Therefore, we decided to classify sentences into 
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3 categories based on the complexity of dependency relations between the action 
cues (V) and the likely subject (S) and object cues (O). Category 1 is when the 
potential SVO’s are connected directly to each other (simple category); Category 2 
is when S or O is one link away from V in terms of nouns or verbs (average 
category); and Category 3 is when the path distances between potential S, V, and 








Figure 4.4. Simple category  Figure 4.5. Average category 
2  
 
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 illustrate the dependency parse trees for the simple and 
average categories respectively derived from the sentences: “50 peasants have been 
kidnapped by terrorists” and “a colonel was involved in the massacre of the 
Jesuits”. These trees represent 2 common structures in the MUC4 domain. By 
taking advantage of this commonality, we can further improve the performance of 
extraction. We notice that in the simple category, the perpetrator cue (‘terrorists’) is 
always a subject, action cue (‘kidnapped’) a verb, and victim cue (‘peasants’) an 
object. For the average category, perpetrator and victim commonly appear under 3 
relations: subject, object and pcomp-n. The most difficult category is the hard 
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category, since relations in this category can be distant. We thus primarily rely on 
anchors for extraction and have to give less importance to dependency parsing.   
 In order to process the different categories, we utilize the specific strategies for 
each category. As an example, the instance “X murdered Y” requires only the 
analysis of the context verb ‘murdered’ in the simple category. It is different from 
the instances “X investigated murder of Y” and “X conducted murder of Y” in the 
average category, in which transition of words ‘investigated’ and ‘conducted’ 
makes X a perpetrator. We refer to the anchor ‘murder’ in the first and second 
instances as promotable and non-promotable respectively. Additionally, we denote 
that the token ‘conducted’ is the optimal node for promotion of ‘murder’, whereas 
the anchor ‘investigate’ is not. This example illustrates the importance of support 
verb analysis specifically for the average category.  
 
 
Figure 4.6. Category processing algorithm 
Algorithm 
 
1) Analyze category  
     If(simple)  
       - Perform token reordering based on SVO relations 
     Else if (average) ProcessAverage 
     Else ProcessHard 
2) Fill template slots 
 
Function ProcessAverage 
1) Find the nearest missing anchor in the previous sentences  
2) Find the optimal linking node for action anchor in every Fi 
3) Find the filling Fi
(0)
 = argmaxi Rank(Fi) 




1) Perform token reordering based on anchors 
2) Use linguistic + syntactic + semantic feature of the head 
noun. Eg. Caps, ‘subj’, etc 
3) Find the optimal linking node for action anchor in every Fi 
4) Find the filling Fi
(0)
 = argmaxi Rank(Fi) 
5) Use Fi for filling the template if Rank0 > θ3, where θ3 is an 
empirical threshold 
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The main steps of our algorithm for performing IE in different categories are given 
in Figure 4.6. Although some steps are common for every category, the processing 




For simple category, we reorder tokens according to their slot types. Based on this 




For average category, our strategy consists of 4 steps. First, in the case of missing 
anchor type we try to find it in the nearest previous sentence. Consider an example 
from MUC-6: “Look at what happened to John Sculley, Apple Computer's former 
chairman. Earlier this month he abruptly resigned as chairman of troubled 
Spectrum Information Technologies.” In this example, a noisy cue ‘he’ needs to be 
substituted with “John Sculley”, which is a strong anchor cue. Second, we need to 
find an optimal promotion of a support verb. For example, in “X conducted murder 
of Y”, the verb ‘murder’ should be linked with X and in the excerpt “X investigated 
murder of Y”, it should not be promoted. Thus, we need to make 2 steps for 
promotion: (a) calculate importance of every word connecting the action cue such 
as ‘murder’ and X; and (b) find the optimal promotion for the word ‘murder’. Third, 
using the predefined threshold λ we cutoff the instances with irrelevant support 
verbs (e.g., ‘investigated’). Fourth, we reorder the tokens in order to group them 
according to the anchor types. 
 The following algorithm in Figure 4.7 estimates the importance of a token W for 
type D in the support verb structure. The input of the algorithm consists of 
sentences S1…SN and two sets of tokens Vneg, Vpos co-occurring with anchor cue of 
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type D. Vneg and Vpos are automatically tagged as irrelevant and relevant respectively 
based on preliminary marked keys in the training instances. The algorithm output 
represents the importance value between 0 to 1.  
 
 
Figure 4.7. Evaluation of word importance 
 
 





In the hard category, we have to deal with long-distance relations: at least 2 anchors 
are more than 2 links away in the dependency tree. Consequently, dependency tree 
alone is not reliable for connecting nodes. To find an optimal connection, we 
primarily rely on the comparison between several possible fillings of slots based on 
previously extracted anchor cues. Depending on the results of such comparison, we 
chose the filling that has the highest score. As an example, consider the hard 
category in the excerpt “MRTA today distributed leaflets claiming responsibility 
for the murder of former defense minister Enrique Lopez Albujar”. The dependency 
tree for this instance is given in Figure 4.8.  
 Although words ‘MRTA’, ‘murder’ and ‘minister’ might be correctly extracted 
as anchors, the challenging problem is to decide whether ‘MRTA’ is a perpetrator. 
Anchors ‘MRTA’ and ‘minister’ are connected via the verb ‘distributed’. However, 
the word ‘murder’ belongs to another branch of this verb. 
CalculateImportance (W, D) 
 
1) Select sentences that contain anchor cue D 
2) Extract linguistic features of Vpos, Vneg and D 
3) Train using SVM on instances (Vpos,D) and  
instances (Vneg,D) 
4) Return Importance(W) using SVM 




Figure 4.8. Hard case 
 
 Processing of such situation is challenging. Since relations are not reliable, we 
first need to rely on the anchor extraction stage. Nevertheless, the promotion 
strategy for the anchor cue ‘murder’ is still possible, although the corresponding 
branch in the dependency tree is long. Henceforth, we try to replace the verb 
‘distributed’ by promoting the anchor ‘murder’. To do so, we need to evaluate 
whether the nodes in between may be eliminated. For example, such elimination is 
possible in the pairs ‘conducted’ -> ‘murder’ and not possible in the pair 
‘investigated’ -> ‘murder’, since in the excerpt “X investigated murder” X is not a 
perpetrator. If the elimination is possible, we apply the promotion algorithm given 
on Figure 4.9: 
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Figure 4.9. Token promotion algorithm 
 




 in the filling 
Fi; the nodes from Pj1->j2 are added to the set Z. Finally, the top node of the set Z is 
chosen as an optimal node for the promotion. The example optimal node for 
promotion of the word ‘murder’ on Figure 4.8 is the node ‘distributed’. 
 Another important difference between the hard and average cases is in the 
calculation of RankS (Fi) in Equation (9). We set λhard > λaverage because long 
distance relations are less reliable in the hard case than in the average case. 
 
4.4 Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct our experiments in 
2 domains: MUC4 (Kaufmann, 1992) and MUC6 (Kaufmann, 1995).  
The first domain, MUC4, is composed of a set of news articles about terrorism 
events in the Latin America region. The training part of this domain consists of 
1,300 articles, while the testing part has 200 articles labeled as TST3 and TST4. 
Approximately half of the articles in MUC4 contain an event to be extracted, while 
the other half has no relevant information. We measured performance of ARE for 
the slot-based task, as is done in Xiao et al. (2004).  The target slots for this task 
consist of Perpetrator, Victim and Target. 
FindOptimalPromotion (Fi) 
 
1) Z = ∅ 




 ∈ Fi 
   Z = Z ∪ Pj1->j2 
     End_for 
3) Output Top(Z) 
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The second domain, MUC6, is composed of Wall Street Journal articles about 
business news. Since all relation parsers that we used (Minipar, ASSERT and 
Spade) can work only at the level of single sentence, we decided to process MUC6 
domain at the sentence level as well. Thus, we followed the methodology of 
Soderland (1999), where the performance was measured only at the level of single 
sentence. The modified MUC6 corpus by Soderland (1999) consists of 599 training 
documents and 100 testing documents. Some of these news refer to management 
succession events, which we need to extract. To extract this information 
automatically into a database, it is important to identify the respective company, 
position of manager and name of a retired and/or hired person. Thus, a typical event 
consists of slots for PersonIn, PersonOut, Company and Post. Additionally, this task 
consists of 2 parts: (a) extracting event templates; and (b) merging these templates 
across sentences. Slots that match some templates are counted as correct, otherwise 
they are counted as wrong. In case of an extra slot extracted in a template, all the 
slots in such template are counted as incorrect extractions. 
 Our experiments were designed to test the effectiveness of both case splitting 
and action verb promotion. The performance of ARE is compared to the state-of-
the-art systems in both the MUC4 and MUC6 domains, as well as to our baseline 
approach. Our baseline system, ARE(Anc+rel), utilizes only anchors and relations 
without category splitting as described in Section 3. For our ARE system with case 
splitting, we present the results on overall corpus, as well as separate results on 
Simple, Average and Hard categories. The ARE(Dep) represents the results for all 
the categories combined together. Additionally, we test the impact of the action 
promotion (in the right column) for the average and hard categories. We also 
performed a Student’s significance test and obtained p-values for improvements. 
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Table 4.4. Results on MUC4 with case splitting 
 
 Without promotion With promotion 
Case (%) P R F1 P R F1 
GRID 58% 56% 57% - - - 
ARE(Anc+rel) (100%) 58% 59% 58% 58% 59% 58% 
ARE(Dep) (100%) 57% 60% 59% 58% 61% 60% 
Simple (13%) 79% 86% 82% 79% 86% 82% 
Average (22%) 64% 70% 67% 67% 71% 69% 
Hard (65%) 50% 52% 51% 51% 53% 52% 
 
The comparative results are presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 for MUC4 and 
MUC6, respectively. First, we review our experimental results on MUC4 corpus 
without promotion (left column) before proceeding to the right column. 
 
(1)  From the results on Table 4.4 we observe that our baseline approach 
ARE(Anc+rel) outperforms the GRID state-of-the-art system. It demonstrates 
that both anchors and relations are useful. Anchors allow us to group entities 
according to their semantic meanings and thus to select of the most prominent 
candidates. Relations allow us to capture more invariant representation of 
instances. However, a sentence may contain very few high-quality relations. It 
implies that the relations ranking step is fuzzy in nature. In addition, we notice 
that some anchor cues may be missing, whereas the other anchor types may be 
represented by several anchor cues. All these factors lead only to moderate 
improvement in performance, especially in comparison with GRID system. 
(2)  Overall, the splitting of instances into categories turned out to be useful. Due to 
the application of specific strategy the performance of ARE(Dep) increased by 
1% over the baseline. However, the large dominance of the hard cases (65%) 
made this improvement modest. 
(3)  We notice that the amount of variations for connecting anchor cues in the 
Simple category is relatively small. Therefore, the overall performance for this 
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case reaches F1=82%. The main errors here come from missing anchors 
resulting partly from mistakes in such component as NE detection. 
(4)  The performance in the Average category is F1=67%. It is lower than that for the 
simple category because of higher variability in relations and negative influence 
of support verbs. For example, for excerpt such as “X investigated murder of 
Y”, the processing tends to make mistake without the analysis of semantic value 
of support verb ‘investigated’. 
(5)  Hard category achieves the lowest performance of F1=51% among all the 
categories. Since for this category we have to rely mostly on anchors, the 
problem arises if these anchors provide the wrong clues. It happens if some of 
them are missing or are wrongly extracted. The other cause of mistakes is when 
ARE finds several anchor cues which belong to the same type. 
 
(6)  Additional usage of promotion strategies allowed us to improve the 
performance further. Overall, it further boosts the performance of system to 
F1=60%. It means that the promotion strategy is useful, especially for the 
average case. The improvement in comparison to the state-of-the-art system 
GRID is about 3%. The improvement over ARE(Anc+rel) is 2% and it is 
statistically significant with p=2.5%. 
(7)  For the Average category, the addition of promotion strategy achieves an 
F1=69%, which is an improvement of 2%. It implies that the analysis of support 
verbs helps in revealing the differences between the instances such as “X was 
involved in kidnapping of Y” and “X reported kidnapping of Y”.  
(8)  The results in the Hard category improved moderately to F1=52% with the use 
of promotional strategy. The reason for the modest improvement is that more 
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anchor cues are captured after the promotion. However, there are 2 types of 
common mistakes: (a) multiple or missing anchor cues of the same type; and (b) 
anchors can be spread across several sentences or several clauses in the same 
sentence.  
Table 4.5. Results on MUC6 with case splitting 
 
 Without promotion With promotion 
Case (%) P R F1 P R F1 
Chieu et al.’02 74% 49% 59% - - - 
ARE(Anc+rel) (100%) 78% 52% 62% 78% 52% 62% 
ARE(Dep) (100%) 72% 58% 64% 73% 58% 65% 
Simple (45%) 85% 67% 75% 87% 68% 76% 
Average (27%) 61% 55% 58% 64% 56% 60% 
Hard (28%) 59% 44% 50% 59% 44% 50% 
 
 
For the MUC6 results given in Table 4.5, we observe that the overall 
improvement in performance of ARE system (ARE(Dep)) over Chieu et al. (2002) 
is 6%. The improvement over ARE(Anc+rel) is 3%, which is statistically significant 
with p=1.8%. The trends of results for MUC6 are similar to that in MUC4. 
However, there are a few important differences. First, 45% of instances in MUC6 
fall into the Simple category, therefore this category dominates. The reason for this 
is that the terminologies used in Management Succession domain are more stable in 
comparison to the Terrorism domain. Second, there are more anchor types for this 
case and therefore the promotion strategy is applicable also to the simple case. 
Third, there is no improvement in performance for the Hard category. We believe 
the primary reason for it is that more stable language patterns are used in MUC6. 
Therefore, dependency relations are also more stable in MUC6 and the promotion 
strategy is not very important. Similar to MUC4, there are problems of missing 
anchors and mistakes in dependency parsing. 
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4.5 Summary 
The current state-of-the-art IE methods tend to use co-occurrence relations for 
extraction of entities. Although context may provide a meaningful clue, the use of 
co-occurrence relations alone has serious limitations because of the alignment and 
paraphrasing problems. In our work, we proposed to utilize dependency relations to 
tackle these problems. Based on the extracted anchor cues and relations between 
them, we split instances into ‘simple’, ‘average’ and ‘hard’ categories. For each 
category, we applied specific strategy. This approach allowed us to outperform the 
existing state-of-the-art systems by 3% on the Terrorism domain and 6% on the 
Management Succession domain. In our future work we plan to investigate the role 
of semantic relations and integrate ontology in the rule generation process. Another 
direction is to explore the use of bootstrapping and transduction approaches that 
may require less training instances. 
 










In the previous Chapter, we introduced the approach to tackle the possible 
paraphrasings and misalignments of instances at the dependency levels. However, 
some of the slots in the templates may belong to different clauses. Therefore, the 
dependency paths become long and insufficient for the analysis. In this Chapter, we 
present our solution to this problem based on the analysis of discourse relations 
between candidate phrases (anchors) in a multi-resolution framework. 
Our method is based on Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) by Taboada and 
Mann (2005). RST splits the texts into 2 parts: a) nuclei, the most important parts of 
texts; and b) satellites, the secondary parts. We can often remove satellites without 
losing the meaning of text. Both nuclei and satellites are connected with discourse 
relations in a hierarchical structure. In our work, we use 16 classes of discourse 
relations between clauses: Attribution, Background, Cause, Comparison, Condition, 
Contrast, Elaboration, Enablement, Evaluation, Explanation, Joint, Manner-
Means, Topic-Comment, Summary, Temporal, Topic-Change. The additional 3 
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relations impose a tree structure: textual-organization, span and same-unit. All the 
discourse relation classes are potentially useful, since they encode some knowledge 
about textual structure. Therefore, we decide to include all of them in the learning 
process to learn patterns with best possible performance. 
 We consider two main rationales for utilizing discourse relations to IE. First, 
discourse relations help to narrow down the search space to the level of a single 
clause. For example, the sentence “[<Soc-A1>Trudeau</>'s <Soc-A2>son</> told 
everyone], [their prime minister was his father], [who took him to a secret base in 
the arctic] [and let him peek through a window].” contains 4 clauses and 7 anchor 
cues (key phrases) for the type Social, which leads to 21 possible variants. Splitting 
this sentence into clauses reduces the combinations to 4 possible variants. 
Additionally, this reduction eliminates the long and noisy dependency paths.  
 Second, discourse analysis enables us to connect entities in different clauses 
with clausal relations. As an example, we consider a sentence “It’s a dark comedy 
about a boy named <AT-A1>Marshal</> played by Amourie Kats who discovers 
all kinds of on and scary things going on in <AT-A2>a seemingly quiet little 
town</>”. In this example, we need to extract the relation “At” between the 
entities “Marshal” and “a seemingly quiet little town”. The discourse structure of 
this sentence is given in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1. Example of discourse parsing 
 
The discourse path “Marshal <-elaboration- _ <-span- _ -elaboration-> _ -
elaboration-> town” is relatively short and captures the necessary relations. At the 
same time, prediction based on dependency path “Marshal <–obj- _ <-i- _ <-fc- _ 
<-pnmod- _ <-pred- _ <-i- _ <-null- _ -null-> _ -rel-> _ -i-> _ -mod-> _ -pcomp-
n-> town” is unreliable, since the relation path is long. Thus, it is important to rely 
on discourse analysis in this example. In addition, we need to evaluate both the 
score and reliability of prediction by relation path of each type. 
 
5.1 Anchors and Relations 
In this section, we define the key components that we use in ARE: anchors, relation 
types and general architecture of our system. Some of these components are 
presented in detail in Chapter 4. 
5.1.1 Anchors 
The first task in IE is to identify candidate phrases (which we call anchor or anchor 
cue) of a pre-defined type (anchor type) to fill a desired slot in an IE template. In 
Satellite 
 
who discovers all kinds of on 
and scary things going on in a 
seemingly quiet little town. 
Nucleus 
 
It's a dark 
comedy 
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order to solve this task, we follow the procedures as described in Section 4.1. First, 
we evaluate the linguistic features (as in Table 4.1) of each noun/verb phrase in 
training corpus. For each feature X (e.g., part-of-speech = NNP) we evaluate the 
probability P(Cj|X) that X leads to a correct extraction of the anchor of type Cj. 
Second, we obtain the overall score for an input phrase P by combining the scores 
for each feature X. The combination is based on the Expectation-Maximization 
method by Dempster et al. (1977) and it gives the overall Phrase_ScoreS (P,Cj) 
(Equation 4.1) for each input phrase. Third, the phrase P is classified as the anchor 
Aj of type Cj if its Phrase_ScoreS(P,Cj) is above an empirically determined 
threshold ω. We allow a phrase to belong to multiple anchor types and hence the 
anchors alone are not enough for filling templates. 
5.1.2 Relations 
To resolve the correct filling of phrase P of type Ci in a desired slot in the template, 
we need to consider the relations between multiple candidate phrases of related 
slots. Chapter 4 considers the use of dependency relations. This Chapter 
investigates the incorporation of additional semantic and discourse relations in a 
multi-resolution framework. Given 2 anchors Ai and Aj of anchor types Ci and Cj, 
we consider a relation Pathl = [Ai, Rel1,…, Reln, Aj] between them, such that there 
are no anchors between Ai and Aj. Additionally, we assume that the relations 
between anchors are represented in the form of a tree Tl, where l = {s, c, d} refers to 
semantic, discourse and dependency and relation types respectively. We describe 
the nodes and edges of Tl separately for each type, because their representations are 
different: 
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(1)  The nodes of discourse tree Tc consist of clauses [Clause1, …, ClauseNcl]; and 
their relation edges are obtained from the Spade system described in Soricut and 
Marcu (2003). This system performs RST-based parsing at the sentence level. 
The reported accuracy of Spade is 49% on the RST-DT corpus. To obtain a 
clausal path, we map each anchor Ai to its clause in Spade. If anchors Ai and Aj 
belong to the same clause, we assign them the relation same-clause. 
(2)  The nodes of dependency tree Td consist of words in sentences; and their 
relation edges are obtained from Minipar by Lin (1997). Lin (1997) reported a 
parsing performance of Precision = 88.5% and Recall = 78.6% on the 
SUSANNE corpus. 
(3)  The nodes of semantic tree Ts consist of arguments [Arg0, …, ArgNarg] and 
targets [Target1, …, TargetNtarg]. Both arguments and targets are obtained from 
the ASSERT parser developed by Pradhan (2004). The reported performance of 
ASSERT is F1=83.8% on the identification and classification task for all 
arguments, evaluated using PropBank and AQUAINT as the training and testing 
corpora, respectively. Since the relation edges have a form Targetk -> Argl, the 
relation path in semantic frame contains only a single relation. Therefore, we 
encode semantic relations as part of the anchor features.  
In later parts of this chapter, we consider only discourse and dependency relation 
paths Pathl, where l={c, d}. The focus of this chapter is in applying 
discourse/semantic relations for binary relationship evaluation. 
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5.2 Overall approach 
In this section, we describe our relation-based approach to IE. This is a 
generalization of that described in Section 4.2 to incorporate other types of 
relations. We start with the evaluation of relation paths (single relation ranking, 
relation path ranking) to assess the suitability of their anchors as entities to template 
slots. Here we want to evaluate given a single relation or relation path, whether the 
two anchors are correct in filling the appropriate slots in a template. This is 
followed by the integration of relation paths and evaluation of templates. 
5.2.1 Evaluation of relation path 
In the first stage, we evaluate from training data the relevance of relation path Pathl 
= [Ai, Rel1,…, Reln, Aj] between candidate anchors Ai and Aj of types Ci and Cj. We 
divide this task into 2 steps. The first step ranks each single relation Relk ∈ Pathl; 
while the second step combines the evaluations of Relk to rank the whole relation 
path Pathl.  
5.2.1.1 Single relation ranking 
Let Seti and Setj be the set of linguistic features of anchors Ai and Aj respectively. 
To evaluate Relk, we consider 2 characteristics: (a) the direction of relation Relk as 
encoded in the tree structure; and (b) the linguistic features, Seti and Setj, of anchors 
Ai and Aj. We need to construct multiple single relation classifiers, one for each 
anchor pair of types Ci and Cj, to evaluate the relevance of Relk with respect to these 
2 anchor types.  
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(a) Construction of classifiers. The training data to each classifier consists of 
anchor pairs of types Ci and Cj extracted from the training corpus. We use these 
anchor pairs to construct each classifier in four stages. First, we compose the set of 
possible patterns in the form P
+
 = { Pm = <Si –Rel-> Sj> | Si ∈ Seti , Sj ∈ Setj }. The 
construction of Pm conforms to the 2 characteristics given above. Figure 5.2 
illustrates several discourse and dependency patterns of P
+
 constructed from a 
sample sentence.  
 
Figure 5.2. Examples of discourse and dependency patterns 
 
 Second, we identify the candidate anchor A, whose type matches slot C in a 
template.  
 Third, we find the correct patterns for the following 2 cases: 1) Ai, Aj are of 
correct anchor types; and 2) Ai is an action anchor, while Aj is a correct anchor. Any 
other patterns are considered as incorrect. We note that the discourse and 






















Minipar_obj <–i- ArgM-Loc 
Minipar_obj <–obj- ArgM-Loc 
Minipar_obj –pcompn-> Minipar_pcompn 
Minipar_obj –mod-> Minipar_pcompn 
... 
Input sentence 
… named <At-A1>Marshal</> played by Amourie Kats who discovers all kinds of on 
and scary things going on in <At-A2>a seemingly quiet little town</> ... 
 







list_personWord <–elaboration- pos_NN 
list_personWord –elaboration-> town 
list_personWord <–span- town 
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 Fourth, we evaluate the relevance of each pattern Pm ∈ P
+
. Given the training 
set, let PairSetm be the set of anchor pairs extracted by Pm; and PairSet
+
(Ci, Cj) be 
the set of correct anchor pairs of types Ci, Cj. We evaluate both precision and recall 







































These values are stored and used in the training model for use during testing. 
 
(b) Evaluation of relation. Here we want to evaluate whether relation InputRel 
belongs to a path between anchors InputAi and InputAj. We employ the constructed 
classifier for the anchor types InputCi and InputCj in 2 stages. First, we find a subset 
P
(0)
 = { Pm = <Si –InputRel-> Sj> ∈ P
+
  | Si ∈ InputSeti, Sj ∈ InputSetj } of 
applicable patterns. Second, we utilize P
(0)
 to find the pattern Pm
(0)




) = argmaxPm∈P(0) Precision (Pm) (5.3)
 
 
 A problem arises if Pm
(0)
 is evaluated only on a small amount of training 
instances. For example, we noticed that patterns that cover 1 or 2 instances may 
lead to Precision=1, whereas on the testing corpus their accuracy becomes less than 
50%. Therefore, it is important to additionally consider the recall parameter of Pm
(0)
. 
5.2.1.2 Relation path ranking 
In this section, we want to evaluate relation path connecting template slots Ci and 
Cj. We do this independently for each relation of type discourse and dependency. 
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Let Recallk and Precisionk be the recall and precision values of Relk in Path = [Ai, 
Rel1,…, Reln, Aj], both obtained from the previous step. First, we calculate the 
average recall of the involved relations: 
 W = (1/LengthPath) * ∑Relk∈Path Recallk (5.4)
 
 
 W gives the average recall of the involved relations and can be used as a 
measure of reliability of the relation Path. Next, we compute a combined score of 
average Precisionk weighted by Recallk:  
 Score = 1/(W*LengthPath)*∑Relk∈Path Recallk*Precisionk (5.5)
 
 
We use all Precisionk values in the path here, because omitting a single relation 
may turn a correct path into the wrong one, or vice versa. The combined score value 
is used as a ranking of the relation path. Experiments show that we need to give 
priority to scores with higher reliability W. Hence we use (W, Score) to evaluate 
each Path.  
5.2.1.3 Integration of different relation path types 
The purpose of this stage is to integrate the evaluations for different types of 
relation paths. The input to this stage consists of evaluated relation paths PathC and 
PathD for discourse and dependency relations respectively. Let (Wl, Scorel) be an 
evaluation for Pathl, l ∈ [c, d]. We first define an integral path PathI between Ai 
and Aj as: 1) PathI is enabled if at least one of Pathl, l ∈ [c, d], is enabled; and 2) 
PathI is correct if at least one of Pathl is correct. To evaluate PathI, we consider the 
average recall Wl of each Pathl, because Wl estimates the reliability of Scorel. We 
define a weighted average for Pathl as: 
 WI = WC + WD (5.6)
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 ScoreI = 1/WI * ∑l Wl*Scorel (5.7)
 
 Next, we want to determine the threshold score ScoreI
O
 above which ScoreI is 
acceptable. This score may be found by analyzing the integral paths on the training 
corpus. Let SI = { PathI } be the set of integral paths between anchors Ai and Aj on 
the training set. Among the paths in SI, we need to define a set function SI(X) = { 
PathI | ScoreI(PathI) ≥ X } and find the optimal threshold for X. We find the optimal 
threshold based on F1-measure, because precision and recall are equally important 
in IE. Let SI(X)
+
 ⊂ SI(X) and S(X)
+
 ⊂ S(X) be sets of correct path extractions. Let 







































Based on the computed values FI(X) for each X on the training data, we determine 
the optimal threshold as ScoreI
O
 = argmaxX FI (X), which corresponds to the 
maximal expected F1-measure of anchor pair Ai and Aj.  
5.2.2 Evaluation of templates 
At this stage, we have a set of accepted integral relation paths between any anchor 
pair Ai and Aj. The next task is to merge appropriate set of anchors into candidate 
templates. Here we follow the methodology of Chapter 4. For each sentence, we 
compose a set of candidate templates T using the extracted relation paths between 
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each Ai and Aj. To evaluate each template Ti∈T, we combine the integral scores 













where K is the number of extracted slots, M is the number of extracted relation 
paths between anchors Ai and Aj, and ScoreI(Ai, Aj) is obtained from Equation (5.7). 
Next, we calculate the extracted entity score based on the scores of all the anchors 
in Ti: 
 ∑ ≤≤= Kk kiT KAScorePhraseTScoreEntity 1 /)(_)(_  (5.12)
 
where Phrase_Score(Ai) is taken from Equation (4.1).  
Finally, we obtain the combined evaluation for a template:  
 
 
ScoreT(Ti) = (1- λ) * Entity_ScoreT (Ti) + 
                           λ  * Relation_ScoreT (Ti) 
(5.13)
 
where λ is a predefined constant. 
 In order to decide whether the template Ti should be accepted or rejected, we 
need to determine a threshold ScoreT
O
 from the training data. If anchors of a 
candidate template match slots in a correct template, we consider the candidate 
template as correct. Let TrainT = { Ti }  be the set of candidate templates extracted 
from the training data, TrainT
+
 ⊂ TrainT be the subset of correct candidate 
templates, and TotalT
+
 be the total set of correct templates in the training data. 
Also, let TrainT(X) = { Ti | ScoreT(Ti) ≥ X, Ti ∈ TrainT } be the set of candidate 
templates with score above X and TrainT
+
(X) ⊂ TrainT(X) be the subset of correct 






































Since the performance in IE is measured in F1-measure, an appropriate threshold to 
be used for the most prominent candidate templates is: 
 ScoreT
O




 is used as a training model. During testing, we accept a candidate 
template InputTi if ScoreT(InputTi) > ScoreT
O
. 
 As an additional remark, we note that domains MUC4, MUC6 and ACE RDC 
2003 are significantly different in the evaluation methodology for the candidate 
templates. While the performance of the MUC4 domain is measured for each slot 
individually; the MUC6 task measures the performance on the extracted templates; 
and the ACE RDC 2003 task evaluates performance on the matching relations. To 
overcome these differences, we construct candidate templates for all the domains 
and measure the required type of performance for each domain. Our candidate 
templates for the ACE RDC 2003 task consist of only 2 slots, which correspond to 
entities of the correct relations. 
 
5.3 Experimental results 
We carry out our experiments on 3 domains: MUC4 (Terrorism), MUC6 
(Management Succession), and ACE-Relation Detection and Characterization 
(2003). The MUC4 and MUC6 tasks are the same as and fully described in Chapter 
4.  
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Management, General-Staff, Member, 
Owner, Founder, Affiliate-Partner, 
Client, Citizen-Of, Other 
Part Subsidiary, Part-Of, Other 
At Located, Based-In, Residence 
Near Relative-Location 
Soc Parent, Sibling, Spouse, Grandparent 
 
 
The third domain is composed of texts from the training corpora of the 
Automatic Content Extraction competition. Our task is to extract explicit relations, 
following the Relation Detection and Characterization task in this evaluation for 
year 2003.  For brevity, we refer to this task as ACE RDC 2003. The relations in 
this task consist of 5 major types and 24 specific subtypes. The list of general types 
and their subtypes is given in Table 5.1. Since the evaluation data for ACE RDC 
2003 is not available under the copyright policy, previous studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 
(2006)) used only the training part of the ACE RDC 2003 corpora and subdivided it 
into a training and testing corpus. In our experiments, we followed this 
methodology and used only the English portion of the ACE RDC 2003 training 
data. We held-out 97 documents as testing data and the remaining 155 documents 
for training. We also performed 2-paired significance test and report its p-values. 
Table 5.2. Results on MUC4 
 
Case (%) P R F1 
GRID 52% 62% 57% 
ARE(Dep) 58% 61% 60% 
ARE(MR) 65% 61% 63% 
 
 To compare the results on the terrorism domain in MUC4, we choose the recent 
state-of-the-art systems GRID by Xiao et al. (2004) and our system in the previous 
Chapter ARE(Dep), which does not utilize discourse and semantic relations. The 
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comparative results are given in Table 5.2. It shows that our enhanced multi-
resolution framework ARE(MR) results in statistically significant 3% improvement 
(p=2.1%) in F1 measure over ARE(Dep) that does not use clausal relations. The 
improvement was due to the use of discourse relations on long paths, such as “X 
distributed leaflets claiming responsibility for murder of Y”. At the same time, for 
many instances, it would be useful to store the extracted anchors for another round 
of learning. For example, the extracted features of discourse pattern “murder –
same_clause-> HUM_PERSON” may boost the score for patterns that correspond 
to relation path “X <-span- _ -Elaboration-> murder”. In this way, high-precision 
patterns will support the refinement of patterns with average recall and low 




Table 5.3. Results on MUC6 
 
Case (%) P R F1 
Chieu et al.’02 75% 49% 59% 
ARE(Dep) 73% 58% 65% 
ARE(MR) 73% 70% 72% 
 
 Next, we present the performance of our system on MUC6 corpus (Management 
Succession) as shown in Table 5.3. We observe a statistically significant 
improvement of 7% (p=1.4%) of ARE(MR) over ARE(Dep) discussed in Chapter 4. 
This improvement is mainly due to the filtering of irrelevant dependency relations. 
Additionally, we noticed that 22% of testing sentences contain 2 answer templates, 
and entities in many of such templates are intertwined. One example is the sentence 
“Mr. Bronczek who is 39 years old succeeds Kenneth Newell 55 who was named to 
the new post of senior vice president”, which refers to 2 positions. We therefore 
need to extract 2 templates “PersonIn: Bronczek, PersonOut: Newell” and 
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“PersonIn: Newell, Post: senior vice president”. The discourse analysis is useful to 
extract the second template, while rejecting another long-distance template 
“PersonIn: Bronczek, PersonOut: Newell, Post: seniour vice president”. Another 
remark is that it is important to assign 2 anchors of ‘Cand_PersonIn’ and 
‘Cand_PersonOut’ for the phrase “Kenneth Newell”.  
 The characteristic of the ACE corpus is that it contains a large amount of 
variations, while only 2% of possible dependency paths are correct. Since many of 
the relations occur only at the level of single clause (for example, most instances of 
relation At), the discourse analysis is used to eliminate long-distance dependency 
paths. It allows us to significantly decrease the dimensionality of the problem. We 
notice that 38% of relation paths in ACE contain a single relation, 28% contain 2 
relations and 34% contain  ≥ 3 relations. For the case of  ≥ 3 relations, the analysis 
of dependency paths alone is not sufficient to eliminate the unreliable paths. Our 
results for general types and specific subtypes are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, 
respectively. 
Table 5.4. Results on ACE RDC 2003, general types 
 
Case (%) P R F1 
Zhang et al.’06 77% 65% 70% 
ARE(MR) 79% 66% 73% 
 
 We compare the results of the multi-resolution framework ARE(MR) against 
that of Zhang et al. (2006) as listed in Table 5.4. The use of ARE(MR) resulted in a 
modest improvement of 3% over Zhang et al. (2006). Analysis of results shows that 
for ARE(MR), the discourse and dependency relations support each other in 
different situations. If a dependency relation path is long (hard case), then discourse 
analysis helps to reject it. Whereas, if a dependency relation path is short (simple 
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and average cases), then the prediction of the dependency classifier is more reliable. 
We also notice that multiple instances require modeling of entities in the path. Thus, 
in our future work we need to enrich the search space for relation patterns. This 
observation corresponds to that reported in Zhang et al. (2006). 
Table 5.5. Results on ACE RDC 2003, specific types 
 
Case (%) P R F1 
Zhang et al.’06 64% 51% 57% 
ARE(MR) 67% 54% 61% 
 
The results of ARE(MR) show an improvement of 4% over that of Zhang et al. 
(2006) on the specific types on ACE RDC 2003. We expect the ARE(MR) to 
perform well as there are 48 possible anchor types. Hence, discourse parsing is very 
important to reduce the amount of variations for specific types on ACE RDC 2003. 
However, the improvements in results are relatively small, and this may be 
attributed to the following reasons: (a) we encoded extracted general relations of 
ACE RDC as linguistic features of entities. At the same time, it could be preferable 
to model the commonality relations between general classes explicitly. This could 
be implemented in the form of discriminative function between the classes, as 
described by Zhou et al. (2006); and (b) semantic types of entities in this domain 
are insufficient to make a decision. For example, the entity “Dean Reynolds” may 
participate in the both classes Role-GeneralStaffA2 and AtLocatedA1 in the phrase 
“Dean Reynolds, ABC News, New York”. This is different from the MUC4 and 
MUC6 domains, in which entities like “Al-Queda” are good predictors for terrorism 
event. 
Overall, the results indicate that the use of discourse relations leads to 
improvement over the state-of-the-art systems.  
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5.4 Conclusion 
We presented a framework that permits the integration of discourse relations with 
dependency relations. Different from previous works, we tried to use the 
information about sentence structure based on discourse analysis. Consequently, our 
system improves the performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art IE 
systems. Another advantage of our approach is in using domain-independent parsers 
and features. Therefore, ARE may be easily portable into new domains.  
 Currently, we explored only 3 types of relations: dependency, semantic and 
discourse. For future research, we plan to integrate more relations in our multi-
resolution framework. 










In the previous Chapter, we tackled the paraphrasing problem by the combining 
dependency, semantic and discourse relations in a multi-resolution framework. 
There are 2 additional problems that we tackle in this Chapter. First, the amount of 
negative paths significantly exceeds that for positive paths. Second, the 
performance of the dependency classifier on long paths is significantly lower than 
that on short paths. Therefore, it is important to distinguish long and short 
dependency paths.  
 
6.1 Filtering of wrong paths between anchors 
Because of limited amount of training data, there are insufficient positive examples 
to learn good classifiers to identify possible paths between anchors. This is partly 
because of large variations in linguistic structures and thus “good” combinations of 
features tend to co-exist in multiple negative instances as well. Moreover, if a 
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relation path is long, the prediction based on such path is not reliable. As an 
example, we consider the sentence “The <Role-A1>gore</> <Role-
A2>campaign</> has been embarrassed by accusations that so many absentee 
ballots possibly for mr. bush were set aside.” Linguistic features of the anchors 
”gore” and “bush” are similar. Therefore, the linguistic features are not sufficient 
to distinguish correct paths. Additionally, the relation “<-nn-“ exists not only in the 
correct dependency path “gore <-nn- campaign”, but also in numerous negative 
dependency paths, such as “bush <-pcomp-n- _ <-mod- _ <-mod-before- _ <-i- _ 
<-fc- _ -s-> _ -nn->  gore”.  
To overcome the above problem, we need to utilize the large amount of 
negative path examples in the training process. The idea is in finding relation paths 
in negative examples that are sufficiently reliable to reject the relation path. 
Intuitively, the idea of rejecting paths is similar to the rule of disjunctions’ negation 
in the De Morgan’s theorem. We may think of relations in relation paths as a set of 
boolean variables X1,…,Xn., so that Xi becomes “true” if and only if Relationi may 
occur in some path between anchors Ai and Aj. In order to accept this path as 
correct, we need to check whether the combination nXX ,...,1 can be accepted (this 
checking may be approximated using statistical models). However, it is possible to 
simplify our task if we try to prove that a path between anchors is wrong. In this 
case, we only need to reliably identify any relation in any path as incorrect 
according to the rule 
nn XXXX ∨∨=∧∧ ...... 11 (as illustrated in Figure 6.1). 
Therefore, if we can reliably reject a single relation in one of the paths, we may 
reject the integral relation path. 
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Figure 6.1 Filtering of wrong paths using negative patterns.  
While it is difficult to find the precise separation line between positive and 
negative paths, the precise filtering conditions are coarse and easy to obtain. 
 
We implemented the idea of rejecting paths by constructing the set of negative 
classifiers for each of the relation types: discourse, semantic and dependency. Our 
construction method is the same as that for positive classifiers (defined in Section 
5.1) with two major differences, which address two problems. The first problem is 
that a negative classifier needs to extract negative relation paths. To do so, we 
converted positive paths into negative ones, and vice versa. Similar to the 
construction of positive classifiers, the set of anchor pairs of types Ci and Cj is 
represented in the form P
+
 = { Pm = <Si –Rel-> Sj> | Si ∈ Seti , Sj ∈ Setj }. In this 
formula, Seti and Setj denote linguistic features of anchors Ai and Aj, respectively. 
To extract negative relation paths, we estimate the pattern Pm as correct for negative 
classifiers if at least one of its anchors does not match its respective slot Ci in a 
template C.  
The second problem is that a small loss in precision of the negative classifiers 
may lead to a large loss of positive paths, because the amount of negative paths may 
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At the first level, we accept a pattern Pm only if Precision(Pm) = 1. This is done 
to minimize the amount of false alarms for negative classifiers.  
At the second level, we reject negative paths only if the negative classifiers 
reject them. This allows us to minimize mistakes at several levels of discourse, 
semantic and dependency relations. As an illustration, we consider the sentence 
“What happened here today was of enormous importance to both political 
<RoleA2>parties</> because the <RoleA1>democrats</> had said all along that 
this was the place that there were enough recounted votes that they could gather to 
win the presidency”. The sentence contains the correct relation Role between the 
words “democrats” and “parties”. However, from the excerpt of dependency parse 
tree given in Figure 6.2 below, we found that the dependency path is long and not 
reliable to make the prediction. If we consider the evaluations by negative 
classifiers for this instance as shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, we notice that the 
negative dependency classifier rejects the path “democrats <-s-  <-i- <-comp1- <-
mod- _ -pred-> _ -pcomp-n-> parties”, because this path contains the inter-clausal 
relation <-i-. On the other hand, the negative discourse classifier does not reject the 
path “democrats <-attribution- _ <-explanation- _ -span-> parties”, and therefore 
this path is selected for further analysis by positive classifiers. 
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Figure 6.2. Example of dependency path in the Role relation 
 
Table 6.1. The evaluation of dependency paths 
 
   WD ScoreD 
Cand_rolea1 <-i- cand_rolea2 0.61 1 
 -  0 0 
 -  0 0 
 -  0 0 
Overall 0.15 1  
Table 6.2. The evaluation of 
discourse paths 
 
   WC ScoreC 
 -  0 0 
 -  0 0 
 -  0 0 
 overall  0 0  
 
 
6.2 Cascading of classifiers 
At least 1/3 of the incoming dependency paths have ≥3 relations. We refer to such 
paths as long paths. In the case of long paths, the dependency analysis is 
insufficient to distinguish the correct paths from the wrong ones. Thus, long paths 
negatively affect the performance of the dependency classifier (Maslennikov et al., 
2006). Here, we conjecture that the cascading of the discourse and dependency 
classifiers should reduce data sparseness and improve the overall performance. The 
construction of the discourse and dependency classifiers was described in Section 
5.1 of the previous Chapter. 
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As an example, we consider the positive instance “It’s a dark comedy about a 
boy named <AT-A1>Marshal</> played by Amorie Kats who discovers all kinds of 
on and scary things going on in <AT-A2>a seemingly quiet little town</>”. The 
long dependency path “Marshal <–obj- _ <-i- _ <-fc- _ <-pnmod- _ <-pred- _ <-i- 
_ <-null- _ -null-> _ -rel-> _ -i-> _ -mod-> _ -pcomp-n-> town” contains multiple 
noisy relations “<-i-“ or “<-null-“, which normally indicate that the relation path 
should be rejected. Hence, if the long dependency path is correct, it is important to 
add discourse features to relation patterns in the dependency classifier. For this 
purpose, we created the cascading algorithm in Figure 6.3. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Algorithm for the cascading of classifiers 
 
The input to the cascading algorithm consists of the set of anchor pairs 
PairSet(Ci, Cj) and relation paths between these anchors. The output of the 
algorithm consists of the set of evaluated dependency paths between anchors Ai and 
Aj. The cascading process is based on the possible output of the discourse classifier. 
If the discourse classifier does not extract the path between anchors Ai and Aj, no 
features are input into the dependency classifier. Otherwise, if discourse classifier 
Step 1. Extract discourse relation paths using the discourse classifier. 
Let PairSetC(Ci, Cj) be the set of extracted anchor pairs. 
a. For each anchor pair Ai and Aj in PairSetC(Ci, Cj), obtain the 
discourse relation path PathC = [Ai, Rel1, …, Reln, Aj] 
between the anchors.  
b. Compose a relation set RelSetC = {Rel1, …, Reln} from 
PathC.  
Step 2.  Add the relation set RelSetC to the set of linguistic features of 
the anchors Ai and Aj: Seti’ = Seti∪RelSetC, Setj’ = Setj∪RelSetC; 
where Seti and Setj are the original sets of linguistic features of 
Ai and Aj.  
Step 3.  Extract relation paths PairSetD’ (Ci, Cj) with the dependency 
classifier, using the sets of extended linguistic features Seti’ and 
Setj’.  
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extracts a relation path PathC between Ai and Aj, the cascading algorithm extends 
the sets of linguistic features Seti and Setj for each pair of anchors Ai and Aj: Seti’ = 
Seti∪RelSetC, Setj’ = Setj∪RelSetC. The extended sets Seti’, Seti’ are used as input 
linguistic features to the dependency classifier. Contrasting to Seti and Setj, Seti’ and 
Seti’ explicitly capture the information about useful discourse relations. 
The cascading process is illustrated in Figure 6.4. For the previous example 
sentence, the discourse classifier extracted the relation “elaboration”. This relation 
was added to the dependency classifier as a linguistic feature “c_elaboration”. 
Consequently, some of the generated dependency patterns contain the relation “<-
c_elaboration-“. Since such patterns cover only the correct long dependency paths, 
the noisy relations of “<-i-“ or “<-null-“ are not included in the dependency 
patterns for short paths. Therefore, the sparseness of dependency relations on long 
paths does not affect the performance of the dependency classifier on short paths.   
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Figure 6.4. Cascading of classifiers 
 
 
6.3 Integration of different relation path types 
The purpose of this stage is to integrate the evaluations for different types of 
relation paths. The input to this stage consists of evaluated relation paths PathC and 
PathD for discourse and dependency relations, respectively. Let (Wl, Scorel) be an 
evaluation for Pathl, l ∈ [c, d]. We first define an integral path PathI between Ai 
and Aj as: 1) PathI is enabled if at least one of Pathl, l ∈ [c, d], is enabled; and 2) 
PathI is correct if at least one of Pathl is correct. 
To evaluate PathI, we first consider the average recall Wl of each Pathl, because 
Wl estimates the reliability of Scorel. We define a weighted average for Pathl as: 
 WI = WC + WD (6.1)





















c_elaboration <–i- Spade_satellite 
c_elaboration <–obj- Spade_satellite 
c_elaboration –pcompn-> ArgM-Loc 
c_elaboration –mod->  ArgM-Loc 
... 
elaboration 
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ScoreI = 1/WI * ∑l Wl*Scorel (6.2)
 
Next, we want to determine the threshold score ScoreI
O
 above which ScoreI is 
acceptable. This score may be found by analyzing the integral paths on the training 
corpus. Let SI = { PathI } be the set of integral paths between anchors Ai and Aj on 
the training set. Among the paths in SI, we need to define a set function SI(X) = { 
PathI | ScoreI(PathI) ≥ X } and find the optimal threshold for X. We find the optimal 
threshold based on F1-measure, because precision and recall are equally important 
in IE. Let SI(X)
+
 ⊂ SI(X) and S(X)
+
 ⊂ S(X) be sets of correct path extractions. Let 










































Based on the computed values FI(X) for each X on the training data, we determine 
the optimal threshold as ScoreI
O
 = argmaxX FI (X), which corresponds to the 
maximal expected F1-measure of anchor pair Ai and Aj.  
 
6.4 Evaluation of templates 
At this stage, we have a set of accepted integral relation paths between any anchor 
pair Ai and Aj. The next task is to merge an appropriate set of anchors into candidate 
templates and evaluate these templates. As an example, we extracted 4 anchors 
(bold) from the sentence “The Arce cand_perp:battalion command has reported 
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that about 50 cand_victim:peasants of various ages have been 
cand_action:kidnapped by cand_perp:terrorists”. In order to construct the 
candidate templates, we considered 3 rationales: (a) anchor type must match the slot 
type in the candidate template; (b) all anchors in the candidate template must be 
connected by the integral paths; and (c) if there is an empty slot in a template and it 
is possible to fill it with an anchor under condition (b), then this slot must be filled. 
These rationales significantly reduce the search space to the magnitude of 10-100. 
Therefore, it is possible to check the space of candidate templates exhaustively.  
The illustration of the constructing candidate templates is given in Figure 6.5 
and Table 6.3. For simplicity, we assume that the integral paths have the same 
topology as the dependency paths in Figure 6.5. There are 3 anchor pairs that satisfy 
the condition (b): “battalion -> kidnapped”, “kidnapped -> terrorists” and 
“kidnapped -> peasants”. Based on the rationales (a) and (c), we obtain the 2 
candidate templates in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.5. Dependency parsing of a sample sentence 
 
Table 6.3. Candidate templates 
 
Perpetrator Action Victim Target 
battalion kidnapped peasants - 
terrorists Kidnapped peasants - 
 
Here is the formal explanation on how the candidate templates in Table 6.3 are 
derived. For each sentence, we compose a set of candidate templates T using the 
extracted relation paths between each Ai and Aj. Let C = {C1, .. , CK} be the set of 
slot types in T and A = {A1, .., AL} be the set of extracted anchors. First, we regroup 





AAA =  be the 
projection of A onto the type Ck, ∀k ≤ K. Let T = A
(1)
 × A(2) ×..× A(K) be the set of 
possible template fillings (as in Table 6.3). The elements of T are denoted as T1, 




}. Our aim is to evaluate 
T and find the optimal filling T0 ∈ T. For this purpose, we use the previously 
calculated scores of relation paths between every two anchors Ai and Aj.  
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Our constructed method needs to tackle 2 problems: (a) choose the optimal 
template filling T0 ∈ T within each sentence, by performing local optimization of 
the chosen anchors at the sentence level; (b) reject T0 if it is not reliable. For this 
purpose, we need to perform the global optimization based on all the available 
training data.  
Additionally, we do not consider a template filling Ti, in which some anchor Ai 
has no accepted integral relation path with each other anchor Aj in the same 
template filling. Due to this optimization, it is possible to check the set of template 
fillings T exhaustively for each sentence (in most cases, the size of T does not 
exceed 100). 
6.4.1 Local optimization of template fillings 
Based on the previously defined ScoreS(Ai, Aj), it is possible to rank all the fillings 
in T. For each filling Ti∈T we calculate the aggregate relation score for all the 













where K is the number of extracted slots and M is the number of extracted relation 
paths between anchors Ai and Aj. 
Next, we combine each Entity_Score(Ak) from the Equation (13) to obtain the 
overall entity score of the template filling Ti. We calculate the extracted entity score 
based on the scores of all the anchors in Ti: 
  
 ∑ ≤≤= Kk kiS KAScoreEntityTScoreEntity 1 /)(_)(_  (6.7)
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Each Entity_Score(Ak) is obtained from the anchor evaluation step, described in the 
previous Chapter in Equation (5.1).  
Finally, we obtain the combined evaluation for a template:  
  
 
ScoreS(Ti) = λ*Entity_ScoreS(Ti) + (1-λ)*Relation_ScoreS(Ti) (6.8)
 
where λ in is a predefined constant. 
Considering the example template fillings in Table 6.3, the integral relation path 
“terrorists -> kidnapped” is ranked higher than the path “battalion -> kidnapped”. 
Therefore, at this stage we ranked the template filling <terrorists, kidnapped, 
peasants> higher than the template filling <battalion, kidnapped, peasants>. 
6.4.2 Global optimization of template fillings 
In order to decide whether the template Ti should be accepted or rejected, we need 
to determine a threshold ScoreT
O
 from the training data. If anchors of a candidate 
template match slots in a correct template, we consider the candidate template as 
correct. Let TrainT = { Ti }  be the set of candidate templates extracted from the 
training data, TrainT
+
 ⊂ TrainT be the subset of correct candidate templates, and 
TotalT
+
 be the total set of correct templates in the training data. Also, let TrainT(X) 
= { Ti | ScoreT(Ti) ≥ X, Ti ∈ TrainT } be the set of candidate templates with score 
above X and TrainT
+
(X) ⊂ TrainT(X) be the subset of correct candidate templates. 
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Since the performance in IE is measured in F1-measure, an appropriate threshold to 









 is used as a training model. During testing, we accept a candidate 
template InputTi if ScoreT(InputTi) > ScoreT
O
.  
As an example, we consider the template fillings in Table 6.3. The top ranked 
template filling <terrorists, kidnapped, peasants> is accepted as correct at this stage 
of selection. 
 
6.5 Experimental results 
In order to verify that our approach is scalable, we conducted experiments on 
several tasks such as the extraction of template slots (Message Understanding 
Conference 4 (MUC4), terrorism domain), template events (Message 
Understanding Conference 6 (MUC6), management succession domain) and 
relations (Automatic Content Extraction 2003 competition, Relation Detection and 
Characterization (ACE RDC 2003) task), described in the Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  
6.5.1 Experimental setups 
There are 3 major objectives of our experimental evaluation. First, we want to 
examine the impact of several hypotheses on the overall performance of ARE: on 
whether (a) the addition of the discourse relations helps to handle the long-distance 
dependency paths between the anchors; (b) the filtering of negative paths is 
important to extract the correct paths between the anchors; and (c) the cascading of 
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discourse and dependency classifiers separates the long and short dependency paths. 
Second, we want to compare the performance of ARE with the results of other 
state-of-the-art supervised systems on 100% of the training data. Third, we analyze 
the errors incurred and suggest possible directions to overcome these errors. 
Our evaluations of ARE system are based on several settings: (a) ARE(Dep), 
which uses only dependency relations; (b) ARE(MR) with the use of discourse and 
semantic relations in addition to dependency relations; (3) ARE(MR+Neg): which is 
ARE(MR) with the addition of the filtering strategy; and (4) ARE(Full): which 
combines ARE(MR+Neg) together with the cascading strategy. For each of the 
domain, we will compare the performance of ARE system with the relevant state-
of-the-art approaches. We also measured p-values for a 2-paired significance test. 
6.5.2 Results on MUC4 
We compare our results on the MUC4 domain with GRID by Xiao et al. (2004). 
The results are given in Table 6.4.  
Table 6.4. Results on MUC4 
 
System P R F1 
GRID 62% 52% 57% 
ARE(Dep) 58% 63% 60% 
ARE(MR) 65% 61% 63% 
ARE(MR+Neg) 66.6% 61.9% 64.2% 
ARE(Full) 66.8% 63.1% 64.9% 
 
There are several observations about the performance of ARE:  
(1)  The comparative results of different ARE settings are shown in the shaded cells. 
Notably, the overall improvement from ARE(Dep) to ARE(Full) reaches 4.9%. 
It is achieved consecutively by the addition of the discourse relations, filtering 
and cascading strategies in ARE(MR), ARE(MR+Neg) and ARE(Full), 
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respectively. There are several reasons for such improvement. First, discourse 
relations help to handle the long-distance dependency relations. For example, 
splitting the instance “[X distributed leaflets] [claiming responsibility for 
murder of Y]” leads to correct extraction of X as Perpetrator. This is because: 
(a) the intra-clausal analysis extracts reliable dependency relation “murder -> of 
-> Y”; and (b) the inter-clausal analysis is important for the additional 
extraction of reliable clausal relation path “X <-span- _ -Elaboration-> 
murder”. Second, cascading of discourse and dependency classifiers helped to 
combine important features into a single pattern. For example, the extracted 
relation from the discourse classier for the path “X <-span- _ -Elaboration-> 
murder” consist of “<-span-“ and “-Elaboration->”. These relations helped to 
generate meaningful dependency patterns such as “discourse_span  -mod->  
pos_NN”. Thus highly-precised discourse patterns helped to increase the recall 
of dependency patterns with average precision. Therefore, the discourse patterns 
can be considered as meta-rules in the terminology of Ciravegna (2001). 
Additionally, the t-test indicates that the improvements from ARE(MR) to 
ARE(MR+Neg) and from ARE(MR+Neg) to ARE(Full) are statistically 
significant with p=3.6% and p=4.1%. 
(2)  Cascading of discourse and dependency classifiers helped to combine important 
features into a single pattern. For example, the extracted relation from the 
discourse classier for the path “X <-span- _ -Elaboration-> murder” consist of 
“<-span-“ and “-Elaboration->”. These relations helped to generate 
meaningful dependency patterns such as “discourse_span  -mod->  pos_NN”. 
The comparative F1 performance of ARE(Full) and the best state-of-the-art 
system GRID is shown in bold. The use of dependency relations in ARE(Dep) 
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achieves an improvement of 3% over the GRID system. This improvement 
demonstrates that both the anchor extraction and dependency relation extraction 
stages are useful. While anchor extraction enables the selection of prominent 
candidates, the use of dependency relation makes the learning model flexible to 
possible alignment and paraphrasing of instances. The overall improvement in 
F1 reaches 7.9%. 
(3)  Several errors were incurred in this domain. We noticed: (a) a few Perpetrator 
or Victim anchors were missed because of mistakes in Named Entity 
component; and (b) some Action anchors were missed as they are relatively 
sparse, e.g. the anchor ‘destroyed’.  Additionally, several mistakes were in the 
semantic parsing component because of support verb constructions. For 
example, the instance “X conducted murder of Y” was parsed under the frame 
‘conducted’ instead of the relevant frame ‘murder’.  
Another serious reason for mistakes is a lack of connection between 
sentences. As an example, we consider the following sentences. “The 
<Perpetrator>2 individuals</> broke into the offices and entered 
<Victim>gen. Leigh</>'s private office. The individuals used 9 mm 
semiautomatic pistols. According to the experts, <Victim>gen. Ruiz</> was hit 
3 times and <Victim>gen Gustavo Leigh</> was hit five times.” In these 
sentences, experts reported an event and therefore the event really happened. 
However, the extraction of the event in these sentences depends on whether we 
can trust the people who reported this event. A small change of the word 
‘experts’ into ‘these individuals’ leads to no slots in these sentences. Therefore, 
it is important to perform the discourse analysis of the whole text to reliably 
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6.5.3 Results on MUC6 
Our performance on the MUC6 domain is given in Table 6.5. There are several 
observations based on our experiments: 
Table 6.5. Results on MUC6 
 
System P R F1 
Chieu et al. ‘02 75% 49% 59% 
ARE(Dep) 73% 58% 65% 
ARE(MR) 73% 70% 72% 
ARE(MR+Neg) 75.2% 71.0% 73.0% 
ARE(Full) 75.2% 73.1% 74.1% 
 
(1)  The results of different ARE settings are presented in the shaded cells of the 
Table. We noticed that the addition of discourse relations in ARE(MR) improved 
the F1 performance of ARE(Dep) setting by 7%. Similar to MUC4, the major 
reason for this improvement is better handling of long-distance dependency 
relations between anchors. Next, the filtering strategy in ARE(MR+Neg) gives 
an additional significant improvement of 1% in the F1 performance (p=4.3%). 
For example, multiple negative paths such as “Org:Fox <-s-  named -mod->  
E0  -i->  Action:succeed” were eliminated due to negative classifiers. Finally, 
the cascading of the discourse and dependency classifiers in the setting 
ARE(Full) improved the F1 performance by a further 1%, it is statistically 
significant with p=3.3%. The major reason for this improvement is that 
discourse analysis is able to remove wrong dependency paths from the training 
data. Moreover, as the lexicon for MUC6 is relatively stable, the respective 
improvement of ARE(Full) is larger than in MUC4.  
Additionally, linguistic phenomena which are not covered by semantic, 
discourse or dependency analysis can be overcome on other layers. As an 
example, we noticed that some mistakes in semantic parsing were caused by 
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light verb constructions (LVC). For example, the sentence “The sell-off 
followed the resignation late Monday of Jamie Kellner, the president of Fox 
Broadcasting Co., yesterday” contains LVC “followed the resignation”, from 
which the ASSERT parser extracted the target “followed” instead of the target 
“resignation”. However, due to the correct extraction of the anchor 
“resignation”, the dependency classifier was able to extract the succession 
event.  
(2)  The comparison between ARE(Full) and another state-of-the-art system Chieu et 
al. (2002) is highlighted using the bold font, in which ARE(Full) achieves a 
significant 15% improvement in F1 over Chieu et al (2002). The main reason for 
this vast improvement is that MUC6 contains only 28% of hard case instances 
(in which relation paths have length >1 in terms of nouns and verbs), as reported 
by Maslennikov et al. (2006), and therefore the majority of the dependency 
paths are short and predictive in this domain. In our opinion, it is the major 
reason for the 15.1% improvement over Chieu et al. (2002) using the ARE(Full) 
setting. 
(3)  We noticed that 22% of the correct test sentences contain 2 answer templates, 
and entities in many of such templates are intertwined. This is the major cause 
of the mistakes on MUC6. As an illustration, we consider the sentence“Stephan 
W. Cole, now president of American consumer products, will be chief operating 
officer.” ARE was able to extract “Stephan W. Cole” as both PersonOut and 
PersonIn anchor from this sentence. ARE also was able to correctly extract the 
template “PersonIn:<Stephan W. Cole> Post:<chief operating officer>”. 
However, ARE missed the template “PersonOut:<Stephan W. Cole> 
Post:president Organization:<American consumer products>” because it was 
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unable to find relevant action anchor indicating ‘stepping down’. For this case, 
it is important to find some ways (e.g., domain knowledge) to interpret cues like 
“now” in this discourse. 
6.5.4 Results on ACE RDC with general types 
The major characteristic of the ACE corpus is that it contains a large amount of 
variations, most of which are incorrect. For instance, only 2% of possible 
dependency paths are labeled as correct. We noticed that 38% of relation paths in 
ACE contain a single relation, 28% contain 2 relations and 34% contain  ≥ 3 
relations. For the case of  ≥ 3 relations, the analysis of dependency paths alone is 
not sufficient to eliminate the unreliable paths. Our results for general types and 
subtypes are presented in Table 6.6. 
Table 6.6. Results on ACE RDC 2003, general types 
 
System P R F1 
Zhang et al.’06 79% 66% 72% 
ARE(MR) 79% 66% 73% 
ARE(MR+Neg) 83.3% 66.9% 74.2% 
ARE(Full) 81.4% 69.3% 74.8% 
 
Several observations can be drawn from this Table: 
(1)  The comparative F1 performance of several ARE settings is given in the shaded 
cells. We noticed that the improvement of the filtering setting in ARE(MR+Neg) 
in comparison to the baseline setup ARE(MR) is 1.2%, it is significant with 
p=3.9%. The cascading strategy ARE(Full) further increased the F1 performance 
by 0.6% (it is statistically significant with p=4.7%). Therefore, this strategy 
helps to let several classifiers support each other. The improvement of 
ARE(Full) over ARE(MR) is statistically significant (p=3.9%). 
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(2)  As shown in the bold font, the overall F1 improvement of ARE(Full) against 
Zhang et al. 2006) reaches 2.8%. Notably, this improvement is smaller than that 
for MUC4 and MUC6. In our opinion, this is because the linguistic features that 
we used for ACE RDC are not sensitive enough to filter the anchors that are 
irrelevant to the extracted slot. For example, if we found the anchor ‘succeed’ in 
the MUC6 domain, it is a likely evidence of the succession event. Similarly, 
anchors like ‘terrorists’ or ‘kidnapped’ are good clues for a possible terrorism 
event in the MUC-4 domain. However, in the ACE RDC 2003 task, even if we 
know that the anchor ‘George W. Bush’ is a named entity of type Person and 
‘Texas’ is Location, they still can belong to 2 possible types of Role and At. 
(3)  In our opinion, it is much harder to overcome the errors on the ACE RDC 
domain than that on MUC4 or MUC6. One of the causes of errors is that 
relations in this domain require world knowledge to make the correct extraction. 
For example, the excerpt “<RoleA1>He</> was inducted into the 
<RoleA2>Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame</>” requires interpretation that 
the predicate ‘inducted’ implies being a member (the fine-grained relation is 
‘RoleMember’). Second, some of the classes contain instances with very similar 
meaning. For example, neither our linguistic features nor relations are sufficient 
to reliably distinguish the following instances: “<RoleA1>professor</> at 
<RoleA2>Bauman State University</>” and “<AtA1>analysts</> at 
<AtA2>the FBI crime lab</>”. 
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6.5.5 Results on ACE RDC with specific types 
The major characteristic of the ACE RDC task on specific relations is high 
dimensionality, since there are 48 possible anchor types. For an average sentence 
that contains 5 entities, the amount of possible extractions becomes 23^5. This 
illustrates that discourse relations are crucial to reduce the possible variations to a 
level of single clause.  
Table 6.7. Results on ACE RDC 2003, specific types 
 
System P R F1 
Zhang et al. (2006) 64% 51% 57% 
ARE(MR) 67% 54% 61% 
ARE(MR+Neg) 70.9% 54.7% 61.8% 
ARE(Full) 72.1% 55.5% 62.7% 
 
Our results, given in Table 6.7, lead to the following observations: 
(1)  As shown in the shaded cells, the F1 performance of the discourse-based 
strategy ARE(MR) is consecutively improved by the filtering ARE(Ing+Neg) 
(p=4.5%) and cascading ARE(Full) (p=4.2%) strategies, which is statistically 
significant. The overall improvement from both strategies is 1.7% over 
ARE(MR). It is comparable to the respective increases for the MUC4, MUC6 
and ACE RDC 2003 (general types) domains. Therefore, the filtering and 
cascading strategies are useful to cope with the data sparseness problem. 
(2)  The setting ARE(Full) improved over the state-of-the-art system by Zhang et al. 
(2006) by 5.7% in terms of F1 measure. This improvement may be attributed to 
the 2 reasons: (a) the discourse analysis is useful, because the anchors may 
belong to different clauses; and (b) the cascading of the discourse and 
dependency classifiers helps in cases of long-distance dependency relation 
paths. 
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(3)  The errors in this domain occur due to the following reasons. First, 155 training 
texts may not be sufficient to distinguish the 24 fine-grained relations in this 
domain, as in the instances “<NearRelativeLocationA1>Landstuhl</> is set 
amid rolling <NearRelativeLocationA2>hills</>” and “<AtResidenceA1>She 
</>’d come <AtResidenceA2>home</> drunk”. In our opinion, it is important 
to extensively use world knowledge in this case. Second, some of the smallest 
classes were missed out in our randomly chosen training texts, for example the 
class “SocialRelativeLocation”. Finally, many mistakes occurred because of the 
similarity between several relation classes. For example, it is unclear to us, 
which features can be used to differentiate the 
instance“<RoleGeneralStaffA2>Russian</> <RoleGeneralStaffA1>officials 
</>” from the instance “<RoleCitizenOfA2> Iranian</> <RoleCitizenOfA1> 
officials </>”.  
 
6.6 Conclusion 
Sparseness of instances in free text is one of the crucial problems in performing 
Information Extraction. In this paper, we hypothesized that it is important to tackle 
this problem at several levels of discourse. Therefore, we integrated discourse, 
semantic and dependency relations in a single multi-resolution framework named 
ARE (Anchors and Relations). The first part of this framework extracts candidate 
key phrases (anchors) to fill template slots. The second part uses discourse and 
dependency/semantic classifiers to evaluate relation paths between the anchors. 
This framework outperformed the previous state-of-the-art systems on several news 
domains of MUC4 (terrorism), MUC6 (management succession) and ACE RDC 
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2003 (general news). Notably, the improvement on MUC6 over the previous state-
of-the-art system is 15% in F1-measure. 
There are 2 problems faced in ARE. First, the amount of negative relation paths 
between the anchors is several times bigger than that for positive relation paths. To 
tackle this problem, we added the strategy that filters negative relation paths. It 
improved the performance further in all the domains, with the maximum 
improvement of 1.2% in MUC4 and ACE RDC 2003 on specific types. Second, the 
performance of the dependency relation path classifier on long dependency paths is 
significantly worse than that for short dependency paths. To tackle this problem, we 
cascaded the discourse classifier with the dependency classifier to separate long 
dependency paths from short dependency paths. This further improved the 
performance by a maximum of 1.1% on MUC6. 
Overall, our results suggest that effective handling of the data sparseness 
problem at different levels of discourse will greatly enhance the performance. For 
future work, we propose several directions to improve the performance. First, we 
plan to explore in depth methods to integrate the world knowledge in ontologies. 
Second, it is important to improve the performance of individual parsers in order to 
avoid the mistakes in parsing, such as the wrong handling of support verb 
constructions. Third, it may be important to add parsers that will handle other NLP 
phenomena. For example, adding of syntactic parsing may lead to further 
improvement in the overall performance of ARE.  









In this thesis, we conjectured that the extraction of key phrases (anchors) and the 
evaluation of relations between anchors could improve the performance of 
Information Extraction (IE) on Free Text. To prove this hypothesis, we 
experimented with dependency, semantic and discourse relations and integrated 
these relations into a multi-resolution framework. We also explored filtering and 
cascading strategies for the combining relation path classifiers. 
 
7.1 Contributions 
This thesis made the following contributions to the field of Information Extraction 
and Natural Language Processing: 
1. Modeling of IE instances using dependency relations. 
2. Application of semantic and discourse relations to support dependency 
relations. 
3. Reduction of data sparseness using the filtering and cascading strategies. 
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7.1.1 Application of dependency relations for modeling IE 
instances 
In this work, we built a 2-step approach, which consists of anchor extraction and 
evaluation of relations between anchors. The extraction of anchors is important to 
obtain the set of candidate entities to fill the template slots. The interaction between 
these entities may be encoded in the form of relation paths between the anchors. 
This 2-step approach outperformed the state-of-the-art systems on the domains of 
MUC4 (Terrorism domain) and MUC6 (Management Succession domain) in terms 
of F1-measures by 1% and 3%, respectively. This improvement was achieved 
because the dependency-based model is robust for possible paraphrasings at the 
syntactic level. Additionally, we demonstrated the splitting of relation path 
instances into Simple, Average and Hard categories improves the overall 
performance by 3%. This improvement occurred because the specific training 
strategy for each category improved accuracy of training model. Overall, our result 
suggests that the application of dependency relations is important in obtaining a 
model, which is robust for paraphrasing at the syntactic level. 
There is a significant difference between our and previous approaches that use 
relations. The current state-of-the-art IE methods tend to rely on co-occurrence 
relations, obtained from a context of the extracted entity. Although the context may 
provide a meaningful clue, the use of the co-occurrence relations alone has serious 
limitations because of the alignment and paraphrasing problems. In our work, we 
proposed to utilize dependency relations to tackle these problems. Based on the 
extracted anchor cues and relations between them, we split instances into ‘simple’, 
‘average’ and ‘hard’ categories. For each category, we applied specific strategy. In 
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our future work, we plan to investigate the role of semantic relations and integrate 
ontology in the rule generation process. Another direction is to explore the use of 
bootstrapping or co-training approaches that may require less training instances. 
7.1.2 Application of discourse and semantic relations to support 
dependency relations in a multi-resolution framework 
Another part of our work consists of applying discourse and semantic relations to 
support dependency relations. The use of discourse relations allowed us to achieve 
the improvement of 3% on the MUC4 (terrorism domain), 7% on MUC6 
(Management Succession domain), 3% on ACE RDC 2003 (detection and 
characterization of general relations) and 4% on ACE RDC 2003 (detection and 
characterization of specific relations). There are 2 reasons for the improvement of 
performance: (a) discourse relations help to reduce a search space to a level of 
single clause; and (b) discourse relations capture necessary relations between 
entities in different clauses. Therefore, our results indicate that discourse relations 
are important to supplement long-distance dependency relation paths and suggest 
that discourse relations are important to solve the paraphrasing problem at the 
sentence level. 
Different from previous works, we tried to use the information about sentence 
structure based on discourse analysis. Consequently, our system improves the 
performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art IE systems. Another advantage 
of our approach is in using domain-independent parsers and features. Therefore, our 
system is easily portable into new domains.  
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7.1.3 Reduction of data sparseness by combining discourse, 
semantic and dependency relations 
The last part of our work alleviates the data sparseness problem by the applying of 
different strategies to combine relation path classifiers. The use of the filtering 
strategy allowed us to achieve further consistent improvement in F1-measure of 
1.2% on the MUC4 (terrorism domain), 1.0% on MUC6 (Management Succession 
domain), 1.2% on ACE RDC 2003 (news, general types) and 0.8% on ACE RDC 
2003 (news, specific types). There are 2 reasons for the improvement in the 
performance: (a) The amount of negative relation paths by several times exceeds 
that for positive relation paths; and (b) the performance of the dependency classifier 
is improved by the separation of long and short dependency paths due to the 
cascading strategy. Therefore, our results indicate that filtering of wrong paths 
between anchors and cascading of the discourse classifier into the dependency 
classifier are important to alleviate the data sparseness of training instances. 
Different from other systems that apply bootstrapping or co-training to resolve 
data sparseness, our system ARE relies on the integration of relations between 
entities at the different levels of discourse: inter-clausal, intra-clausal, semantic and 
dependency. In our future work, we plan to improve domain portability by the 
adding of co-occurrence and syntactic relations, as well as the exploring methods to 
integrate world knowledge in ontologies. 
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7.2 Directions for future research 
The main purpose of our thesis is to demonstrate that the integration of several 
relations is important to tackle the data sparseness problem of free text. At the same 
time, there may be better ways for integrating relations, which could be considered 
as a starting point for a further improvement. We suggest the following directions 
for future research: 
 
(1)  Cross-sentence discourse analysis is very important to generalize the model of 
relations between entities to the level of paragraph and text. This direction 
requires a new tool, which can perform a cross-sentence discourse analysis. 
(2)  Ontology and web knowledge sources encode a vast amount of world and 
domain knowledge. A clever integration of such resources like Wikipedia would 
help to interpret the meanings of entities and semantic relations between them. 
(3)  The set of training/testing documents is typically fixed in the task of 
Information Extraction. Thus, we are expected to process sentences like “X 
distributed leaflets claiming responsibility for murder of Y” in the terrorism 
domain, which can be difficult to analyze even for humans. At the same time, 
another document/database on the Web may contain a simple sentence/relation 
“X killed Y”, which we need to extract. Therefore, it might be important for an 
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